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When our
new product arrives,
so will they.
Stay tuned to see what’s joining our category-leading lineup.*
For now, we’re keeping it under our hat.

?
Visit us at moreoleinlife.com

*Source: Symphony IRI, Total US Grocery, Frozen Mexican Brand Sales, Latest 52 w/e 06.17.12
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Back to School is the perfect time to
drive breakfast and sales.

The

Breakfast Project
s!"# you up w$"%
ev&ryt%'ng you n&ed.

Encouraging customers to eat breakfast
at home is an $8.9 billion retail growth
opportunity.1 And since Back to School
means back to breakfast for kids everywhere,
the perfect time to start driving breakfast
sales is now. MilkPEP makes it easy, with a
new free, fully integrated promotional campaign
called The Breakfast Project. It’s a no-cost, turnkey program
including everything you need to maximize sales in your store
by encouraging breakfast at home.
N+V^USVHKSVNVZMVY\ZLPUJPYJ\SHYZKPYLJ[THPS
SV`HS[`WYVNYHTZHUK76:KPZWSH`Z
N6YKLYMYLLHSHJHY[L)HJR[V:JOVVS76:HUK
V[OLYMYLLIYLHRMHZ[[VVSZ
N-PUKTH[LYPHSZ[VKLZPNUH[[LU[PVUNL[[PUNKPZWSH`Z
SPRLI\URLYJHYKZVYZHTWSPUNIHUULYZ
N.L[ZVJPHSTLKPHPKLHZHUKJVU[LU[WS\ZMYLLOLSWSPUL
HJJLZZ[V[HRL`V\YLMMVY[Z[V[OLUL_[SL]LS

Download your free Breakfast Project tools now, at gotmilksales.org

¹  The  NPD  Group’s  National  Eating  Trends®  service,  2000-2010,  
and  Prime  Consulting  Group  analysis.  NPD  and  Monitor  Breakfast  Consumption  Study,  2011,  and  Prime  Consulting  Analysis.
    ©  2012  America’s  Milk  Processors.
  got  milk?®  is  a  registered  trademark  of  the  California  Milk  Processor  Board.

OUT WARREN’S WAY

NOTICE
ANYTHING
DIFFERENT?
Paul got a new haircut? No. Warren
has a new picture? No. Johnny
Harris has a new tie? No…
“Notice anything different?”
How I hate that game.
“Your new haircut looks great!?...
No? Then you’ve lost ten pounds?!...
Gee, but you sure look thinner!...
You washed the dog??... “
My wife once painted the living room an
entirely different color
when I was away and
I didn’t notice a thing.
Really.
Anyway, we’ve
changed the name of
the magazine. Didn’t
notice? Good. Nothing’s changed but the
name anyway. But somehow it seems
incumbent upon me, as editor of our
newly-named Frozen & Refrigerated
Buyer, to explain what’s up.
When Paul Chapa and I founded
this magazine a little more than
three years ago, we wanted a name
that would differentiate it from the
magazine we had helped start up,
and subsequently left to go out on
our own. And because the syndicated data providers we use tend to
lump all manner of retail departments under “dairy,” we figured we
had a slam dunk.
And we did. Happily, our little
magazine took off like a rocket, won
national awards and became the
talk of the industry. But there was
still some mild confusion in the
marketplace over just what “dairy”
included. Paul and I both found ourselves “‘splaining” (as Ricky Ricardo
would say) things a little more than
we’d have liked.
As luck would have it, the magazine that had been our alma mater/
competitor changed its name to
something completely different quite
some time ago. Paul and I talked
about changing our name, but were
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afraid people would notice and think
we were up to something. Change
can be scary, and it gets weird here
in publishing land sometimes.
But then our art director, Janet
Matz, designed a new logo for us
that looked so much like our old one
that I didn’t even notice. If she were
mean, which she is not, she would
have put it down in front of me,
side-by-side with the old one, and
asked, “Notice anything different?”
So now we’re Frozen & Refrigerated Buyer. We’ll continue covering
the frozen, dairy, meat, seafood
and deli departments, just like we
always have. And we
hope there’s a little less
“‘splaining” to do now.

ttttt

Well, there may actually be one thing different that you’ll start
seeing more of on our
pages. I’m making more
use of our editorial board
of advisers, twisting their arms for
expertise and insights I can share
with readers. This is especially true
within our “Category Spotlights”
that cover things like frozen pizza,
yogurt and such.
Increasingly, manufacturers are
gun-shy about sharing insights on
consumers and merchandising for
competitive reasons. They also don’t
want to presume to suggest what
retailers should be doing better, for
fear of causing offense. Last month,
I had Mathew Mandeltort of Technomic hold forth on breakfast sandwiches, while Acosta’s Dean Wasniewski shared ideas on improving
frozen food sales. This month, Ellen
Schmitz of SymphonyIRI Group
discusses ways to revive frozen
pizza, and next month, Nielsen’s
Todd Hale will share his thoughts
on dinners/entrees. We hope you’ll
notice that something is different.
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New!

®

Introducing
Mini Loaves and
Sweet Hawaiian Rolls
0g trans fat — No artificial flavors — No preservatives added

For product information and more,
please visit www.SisterSchuberts.com

NEW PRODUCTS

Pre-Baked Bread and Rolls
Columbus, Ohio-based T. Marzetti Co. (www.sisterschu
berts.com) adds two frozen pre-baked bread products
to its Sister
Schubert’s
lineup. Offered
in two-loaf,
10.25-ounce
packages, Sister Schubert’s
Mini Loaves are
pre-scored so
they’re easy to
pull apart and
share. Sweet
Hawaiian Rolls
in re-sealable
eight-count, 12-ounce bags are made with juice from
pineapples, for a subtly sweet, fruity flavor. Easy to
prepare from frozen, both new items are free of artificial
flavors and preservatives and contain 0 grams of trans fat
per serving. Suggested retail price is $3.79 to $3.99.
Greek Yogurt Superfruit Smoothies
Phoenix-based Inventure Foods (www.inventurefoods.
com) expands its Jamba line of frozen make-at-home
smoothies with two Greek yogurt-based superfruit varieties. Made with non-fat
Greek yogurt and pieces
of real fruit, both Pomegranate Pick-Me-Up and
Acai Super-Antioxidant
contain 50% more
protein than regular
Jamba smoothies — and
they’re naturally low in
sugar and calories. Each
8-ounce package makes
two 8-ounce smoothies
(when blended with apple juice), each with a full serving of fruit and 100% of
the daily recommended intake of vitamin C. Suggested
retail price is $3.29 to $3.99 per package.
Lean Franks
Chelsea, Mass.based Kayem
(www.kayem.
com) rolls out
all-natural uncured chicken
franks. Made with
premium cuts of
chicken, “deliciously seasoned”
Lean Franks contain 75% less fat, 45% less sodium and
50% fewer calories than traditional franks. Free of artificial preservatives, MSG and gluten, they’re offered in
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eight-count, 16-ounce packages with a $4.49 suggested
retail price.
Low-Sodium
Frozen Soup
New Yorkbased Tabatchnick (www.
tabatchnick.
com) adds two
varieties to its
line of lowsodium frozen
soups. Made
with high quality, natural ingredients, the newcomers
include low-sodium Lentil and Minestrone, both offered
in 15-ounce packages that contain two microwaveable
cooking pouches. Other low-sodium varieties include
Vegetable, Pea and Barley & Mushroom. Suggested retail
price is $2.49.
Organic Butter
Grassland Dairy Products (www.grassland.com), Greenwood, Wis., debuts pure, fresh-from-the-farm organic
butter certified by USDAaccredited
Quality Assurance International. Free of
trans fat and
gluten, the
rich, creamy
product is
unsalted so
consumers can
better control the sodium content of their food. It’s offered in 1-pound packages expected to retail for around
$3 apiece.
All-Natural Mac and Cheese
Good Tastes Kitchen (www.good-tastes.com), Newburyport, Mass., introduces a line of all-natural, preservativefree frozen macaroni and cheeses made with Pineland
Farms cheddar and Monterey jack. The MSG- and
GMO-free “tastes-likehomemade” collection
includes four unique
flavors: Four Cheese,
Uncured Bacon & Shallot,
Wild Mushroom, and
Brie & Fig. Offered in oven-ready aluminum pans,
each 12-ounce package
yields two side dish portions or one entree-size
portion. Suggested retail
price is $6.99.

JOHNNY’S COLUMN

SWEET PROFITS
Refrigerated dough and sweet goods can be boring and
unprofitable. Here are tips you can use to build excitement (and profits)!
BY JOHNNY HARRIS

R

t Review your assortment annually. You don’t need a
knock off for every branded item. You may be a large
retailer but you need to look at store volume and not
company volume.
t Be careful of the holiday cookies! Do you really need
both brands of chocolate chip cookies? I would also
ask for a fully guaranteed sale on these items. Who
knows… you may get it!
t Do tortillas and taco shells belong in the dairy department? Or should they be displayed with meat? I see
it done both ways, but I recommend displaying these
items in the meat department to free up much-needed
dairy space.
Many retailers are over-spaced in this category –
42 linear feet is plenty of space for the dough section.
Use your endcaps during the holiday season for crescent rolls, cinnamon rolls and pie crust. Again, I would
shield your private label!
Finally, here are the two most common complaints
about the dough category that I used to hear from consumers…
1. “There was glass in my product!” These are salt crystals and present no harm.
2. “I was missing a biscuit!” Well … you never hear
from the customer who got that extra biscuit!

efrigerated
dough and sweet
goods can be
the most boring categories in the entire
refrigerated department! Maybe that’s
why the private label
leadership has changed
hands so many times
in the past few years.
JOHNNY HARRIS
There was Merico, then
Earthgrains, then Sara
Lee and now Ralcorp.
This is also a high reclaim category caused by short
dates, over-ordering on sale items, coupons and hidden damage in products inside the pallet. Believe me,
I would like to say thanks to one person who called on
it’s there! I bet your spoil allowance does not cover your
me for many years with all the private label dough comspoils!
panies. He finally retired after Ralcorp bought Sara Lee …
The brands will also hurt your private label during key
Happy Retirement, David Epps! Q
selling periods, which will
cause high reclaim for your
REFRIGERATED DOUGH/BAKED GOODS
private label.
Here’s a look at No. 1 brands in selected categories and subcategories. Sales are for
supermarkets only for the 52 weeks ended July 8, according to SymphonyIRI Group, the
REDUCE YOUR
Chicago-based market research firm. Data is for the brands as originally trademarked and
RECLAIM
may not include line extensions.
Here are ways to reduce
$ SALES % CHG
UNITS % CHG
your reclaim:
CATEGORY - BAKED GOODS
$256,451,200
(1.9)
80,857,520
(7.1)
t You may want to shield
CAKES
(NO
SNACK/COFFEE
CAKES)
$96,091,350
2.1
11,020,050
(2.2)
your private label when
Private Label
$78,333,460
3.3
8,561,976
(2.3)
the brands are proBAGELS/BIALYS
$58,808,840
(2.2)
34,738,580
(7.3)
moted.
Lender’s Bagel Shop
$26,527,280
(2.6)
14,737,180
(3.0)
t Be aware of the coupons
ENGLISH
MUFFINS
$39,602,560
6.9
17,608,110
0.2
that the brands are runBay’
s
$28,115,760
8.4
9,887,533
2.9
ning.
CATEGORY-DOUGH/BISCUITDOUGH $1,319,724,000
0.7
641,711,600
(4.7)
t A lot of retailers are doBISCUIT
DOUGH
$381,399,000
1.7
269,776,300
(4.8)
ing double coupons and
Pillsbury Grands
$199,851,000
6.0
118,779,300
0.2
that will kill your private
COOKIE/BROWNIE
DOUGH
$343,171,200
(1.0)
118,964,800
(3.7)
label if the brands are
Nestlé Tollhouse
$102,232,000
7.6
32,118,140
4.4
running on sale. You
DOUGH
(PASTRY/DUMPLING)
$319,280,700
2.4
128,634,700
(3.5)
may not want to proPillsbury
$200,709,600
3.1
84,289,210
(2.5)
mote the same weeks of
the coupon drop.
TORTILLAS
$202,599,600
(9.0)
92,019,960
(12.6)
Mission
$92,973,960
(7.0)
35,160,420
(10.1)
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We are your brand’s
personal matchmaker.

Our business is brand romance. With a comprehensive
database of connections and over 30 years experience
making sparks fly, we create ideal pairings for you and
your customers. Partnerships are powerful. Let us set
you up with the market’s most eligible opportunities.
Visit us at DovetailPP.com or call 877.709.5755.

STOCKOUTS

HOW TO AVOID

STOCKOUTS
Besides the basics of ordering the
right product at the right time,
much of the battle lies with
planogram integrity.
BY JEFF WEIDAUER

finding ways to protect the integrity
of the planogram is key to reducing
the out-of-stock problem.
Another way to reduce the incidence of long-term out-of-stocks is
through the use of sales data. The
typical supermarket carries in excess
of 40,000 SKUs, but the vast majority of sales (well over 80%) come from
just 2,000. By monitoring
the top-moving SKUs, and
creating an alert when a
popular item stops showing movement, a potential
problem can be eliminated
before it translates into lost
shoppers.

Have we made
any headway with
stockouts? Not
really. Despite the
massive use of technology in the world
of retail, the generally
How can retailers get
accepted out-of-stock
planograms and resets
rate in the United
done right? First, assign
States for food retail
ownership
and accountais about 8%. This is
bility
for
the
process. Next,
JEFF WEIDAUER
the same as it was in
simplify
the
task
at hand,
1980, or 1970. Today,
using
images
instead
of
words
whenshoppers believe the stockout rate is
ever
possible.
Finally,
map
the
process.
three times that, or nearly 25%. That’s
Design it like directions for a child’s
largely because the most in-demand
toy. Communications between the
products have the greatest likelihood
headquarters and the store must be
of being out-of-stock. If a top item
stops selling, it’s likely due to a stock- consistent, clear, and, most important,
allow for feedback from the store.
out problem.
Unfortunately, the dollar losses
What are some factors to considfrom the out-of-stock product itself is er with new or promoted items?
only the beginning. Shoppers looking Promotional items should always be
for an out-of-stock item will select
supported with secondary displays,
a substitute product only a fracand new items are critical to sales and
tion of the time. After two or three
loyalty. Most shoppers will return to
incidents, they are likely to start
the store where they bought a new
shopping somewhere else. You can’t
item when they want to buy it again.
prevent all stockouts; the goal is to fix
How do you decide who is rethe top 20% of items that create 80%
sponsible for doing what at the
of out-of-stock losses.
individual store shelf? Retail store
personnel should always be responWhat are some roots of the probsible for what’s on the shelf. Vendors,
lem? A very important one is poor
while critical, are just that — vendors.
planogram compliance. Beginning
Shoppers will
always hold
the store
responsible, so the
store should
assume ownership, even in DSD secwith errors in the initial shelf set,
tions. Ultimately, the store manager
to the typical degradation of even a
is responsible. But it’s less important
perfectly set planogram over time,
planograms are rarely what the home who is responsible than making sure
that someone is responsible.
office thinks they are. It’s clear that

While the average for out-of-stocks
is about 8%, the shopper perception
is about three times that.
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What’s the case for, and against,
backroom stock for frozen and
refrigerated foods? Minimal backstock is preferred, especially given the
expense involved in frozen and refrigerated storage. Most out-of-stock
studies place the burden of the outof-stock problem on the store; 75%
of any store’s out-of-stock problem is
because of the way the store manages
inventory. The other 25% is a problem
with the planogram (not allowing a
full case on the shelf, for example), or
supply pipeline issues.
Are local planogram deviations
a good idea? There’s a strong case
for local planograms, but they should
be planned for rather than treated
as deviations. With current technology, having a unique planogram for
each store is possible, and desirable.
Allowing one deviation invites more
by making it okay. This should be
avoided.
What are some best practices for
endcaps? Have a plan, and use the
space for fast-moving or new items.
Change items frequently, and use
signs to promote price. Connect the
endcap to the inline stock through
signage (on the shelf, let the shopper
know that the product is also on the
front end of aisle 12, for example).
Keep endcaps organized and clear of
other products.
What advantages do shelf edge
strips with product images, such
as your company offers, provide
retailers in preventing stockouts?
They can reduce set time, ensure the
accuracy of resets and help maintain
planogram integrity. It’s vital to make
sure the planogram is set correctly to
start, and once it’s set to make sure
it doesn’t change. Shelf strips help
ensure that and, ultimately, reduce
out-of-stocks. Q
Jeff Weidauer is vp of marketing and
strategy at Little Rock, Ark.-based
Vestcom International (www.vestcom.
com), a provider of integrated marketing solutions. He has held executive
positions at Lucky Stores, Albertsons
and CBS Corporation.

RETAIL PATRIOTS
TO BE HONORED
Event during the NFRA convention
will single out Bozzuto’s, Brookshire
Grocery Co., Harris Teeter, Ingles
Markets and The Kroger Co.
BY PAUL CHAPA

W

hen we announced the
first annual Retail Patriots
Awards in 2009, I got a
few messages from industry friends
who asked “Who needs another
awards event?” and “Does anyone
really care
about
award
events
anymore?”
My immediate
response
was “yes,”
we do need
this one: because unlike
all the other
PAUL CHAPA
events, this
one recognizes retailers that support our
troops, veterans and their families.
The Retail Patriots Awards,
presented each year by Ruiz Foods
and this magazine at the annual
convention of the National Frozen
& Refrigerated Foods Association,
honors five retailers that have gone
“above and beyond the call of duty”
in supporting America’s very best.
Their patriotism, service and leadership have made a real impact on the
lives of our troops, their families and
our veterans.
The stories of the retail honorees
each year inspire all of us to do our
part; they challenge each and every
one of us to look within ourselves and
ask “What is my company doing, what
am I doing and how can I serve?”
We must never forget that for
these young men and women, taking
off the uniform does not signify an
end to their service. For most, their
lives will never be the same. The

beginning of a “new normal” is their
future… a future they would not wish
upon anyone.
They answered the call when
America needed them the most: now
it’s our time to serve them. We are
pleased to announce that the Retail
Patriots for 2012 – Bozzuto’s, Brookshire Grocery Co., Harris Teeter,
Ingles Markets and The Kroger Co. –
have answered that call.

Please join us on Monday, October
8, from 5:30 to 7 p.m. in the Marriott Wardman Park ballroom as the
Marine Corps honor guard presents
the colors, Marine Col. Marshall
“Hooker” Denney delivers the keynote address and we honor this year’s
Retail Patriots. Q
Paul Chapa is the sales director
and managing partner of Frozen &
Refrigerated Buyer.

The
Flavors
of Home
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TOP
FROZEN
BY PETER PENGUIN
Supermarket frozen food
sales for the 12 weeks ended July
8 fell 0.9% compared with the
same period a year ago, topping
out at $7.47 billion, according
to Chicago-based market research firm
SymphonyIRI Group. Units declined 4.5%
to 2.33 billion, and volume tumbled 5.8%
to 3.30 billion. Percentage of volume sold
with merchandising support edged up 1.0
point to 49.1%.
For the 52 weeks ended July 8, dollar
sales were up 0.2% to $32.24 billion, but
units dropped 4.7% to 10.24 billion and
volume plummeted 5.5% to 13.90 billion.
Volume sold with merchandising support
slipped 0.1 points to 46.8%.
Our chart shows the largest frozen
department subcategories, including the
leading brands, for the 12 weeks ended July
8, 2012. Data is for the brands as originally
trademarked and may not include line
extensions.

F A C T O I D S

12.1%

Dollar gain by frozen fruit
(to $100,124,200), the largest
frozen subcategory to register
a double-digit advance
during the most recent
12 weeks. However, unit sales
were down 1.4%, suggesting
price increases, particularly on
the private label side, deserve
much of the credit.

28

Number of private label
frozen subcategories that
posted dollar sales gains
during the most recent
12 weeks, a dozen of those
by double digits (or better).
Unfortunately, more store
brand frozens — 45 — saw
sales decline during the
period.

14 www.frbuyer.com

ICE CREAM
Private Label
Breyer’s
Blue Bell
Häagen-Dazs
Dreyer’s/Edy’s Slowchurned
Ben & Jerry’s
Wells’ Blue Bunny
Turkey Hill
Dreyer’s/Edy’s Grand
Dreyer’s/Edy’s Fun Flavors

$984,304,000
$248,048,200
$92,830,610
$85,337,630
$58,114,170
$55,331,470
$54,431,860
$46,029,600
$37,998,580
$30,673,530
$20,183,030

1.7 273,325,100 (1.1) 866,878,800 (1.1)
0.4 76,383,920
0.4 308,255,500 (1.2)
(10.5) 26,007,430 (13.4) 77,806,950 (13.5)
5.6 20,755,240
1.7 63,290,820 (0.1)
6.2 13,793,380 (0.3) 13,730,410
0.2
(7.3) 13,487,850 (13.9) 40,691,550 (13.4)
2.9 14,974,130
0.6 15,021,750
0.5
23.8 11,488,340
24.4 44,576,890 19.8
5.3 12,847,900 (1.4) 37,949,700 (0.4)
3.4
7,797,010 (4.2) 23,718,500 (2.5)
(29.3)
5,198,927 (32.8) 15,596,780 (32.8)

NOVELTIES
Private Label
Dreyer’s/Edy’s
Nestlé Drumstick
The Skinny Cow
Weight Watchers
Klondike
Popsicle
Häagen-Dazs
Blue Bell
Magnum

$747,430,800
$100,086,200
$49,089,500
$48,182,470
$43,386,360
$41,231,190
$34,961,240
$28,744,880
$26,850,260
$21,574,610
$19,990,170

1.2 253,710,800 (1.2) 331,418,600 (2.4)
0.2 38,550,220 (5.9) 72,938,890 (4.7)
3.4 12,991,570 (0.1) 13,854,570 (3.3)
7.4 10,650,460 (0.3) 17,279,200
1.7
(8.2) 10,981,910 (11.2) 11,871,700 (7.3)
(4.4)
9,459,083 (2.7) 10,989,350 (3.7)
(2.6) 11,730,740 (5.0) 19,061,420 (4.8)
18.2 10,395,930
19.3 17,974,410 11.5
(0.1) 14,325,240
0.6 4,517,775 (0.2)
17.5
5,892,582
18.7 11,266,600 11.9
(7.1)
5,061,489 (18.6) 3,235,096 (17.0)

SINGLE-SERVE DINNERS/ENTREES $714,667,300
Stouffer’s
$84,688,940
Weight Watchers Smart Ones
$55,702,280
Marie Callender’s
$52,254,620
Banquet
$49,400,400
Stouffers Lean Cuisine Culinary Collections $49,342,340
Stouffers Lean Cuisine Simple Favorites $42,179,400
Healthy Choice
$23,745,650
Hungry Man
$21,718,510
Healthy Choice Café Steamers
$17,693,150
Stouffers Lean Cuisine Café Cuisine $5,165,716
PIZZA
$632,567,700
For brand-level detail, see pizza story in this issue.

0.6 320,813,800 (3.3) 204,769,300
(6.3) 30,462,160 (10.2) 23,261,730
(0.0) 24,690,360 (3.5) 14,706,140
12.6 19,344,150
14.5 16,880,970
(14.1) 47,329,210 (17.9) 24,661,640
* 18,187,110
* 10,228,420
74.1 18,460,930
73.1 11,181,380
8.1 10,189,530
7.5 5,999,926
(20.8)
7,924,566 (16.9) 7,993,123
(37.1)
6,506,330 (34.0) 4,143,802
(85.7)
1,892,528 (86.4) 1,009,321
(4.4) 202,764,500

(3.7) 194,324,400

(1.5)
(6.0)
(2.7)
17.0
(17.8)
*
72.0
9.8
(17.0)
(34.0)
(86.9)
(4.0)

PROCESSED CHICK./CHICK. SUBST. $366,407,300
Tyson
$77,534,910
Private Label
$71,888,280
Tyson Anytizers
$32,639,620
Perdue
$30,412,090
Banquet
$29,978,260
Perdue Short Cuts
$14,789,820
Tyson Grilled & Ready
$13,349,210
Foster Farms
$12,716,680
Fast Fixin’
$10,123,010
Redi Serve
$8,725,803

(2.2) 71,005,390 (2.1) 92,457,080 (3.7)
(15.3) 12,643,670 (19.8) 19,704,510 (17.1)
9.0 12,741,020
15.0 19,465,100
8.3
(8.9)
4,982,038 (13.0) 7,344,743 (8.5)
(1.1)
5,977,256
2.2 8,076,035
0.9
(13.5)
6,218,943 (9.1) 9,209,397 (11.3)
(1.0)
3,417,426 (0.0) 1,902,582
1.1
52.1
3,381,693
59.3 2,062,816 52.2
6.9
2,156,558
7.7 2,762,949
8.9
(24.1)
2,367,278 (14.6) 4,369,199 (15.3)
(10.8)
2,943,117 (30.3) 3,572,153 (12.3)

CHICKEN/CHICKEN SUBSTITUTES $309,723,900
Private Label
$112,872,800
Gold N Plump
$23,468,530
Tyson
$23,380,580
Perdue Perfect Portions
$17,096,880
Perdue
$14,636,820
Barber Foods
$9,022,838
T.G.I. Friday’s
$8,285,450
Pilgrim’s Pride
$6,300,517
Gold Leaf
$5,698,445
Perdue Tender & Tasty
$5,086,173

(4.9) 52,428,980 (11.1) 137,372,800
(7.9) 16,902,020 (18.0) 50,698,080
(3.7)
4,195,547 (6.4) 8,674,522
(6.0)
3,543,935 (6.2) 8,710,916
4.4
2,160,905
0.9 3,236,490
15.9
4,196,047
9.3 4,834,586
3.9
1,698,854
5.1 1,423,621
(1.7)
1,709,789 (0.4) 1,422,059
(41.2)
783,793 (50.8) 2,528,112
2.9
830,765 (9.9) 8,307,650
(6.4)
662,339 (20.2) 2,451,937

HANDHELD ENTREES (NON-BRKFST.) $283,566,500
Hot Pockets
$76,127,270
El Monterey
$25,899,980
Lean Pockets
$25,029,330
State Fair
$16,707,710
White Castle
$13,018,260
Foster Farms
$11,062,220
Smuckers Uncrustables
$10,748,370
Private Label
$9,363,544

(1.1) 117,288,000 (3.0) 86,373,150 (1.4)
7.9 28,117,040
3.5 20,875,740
9.0
6.1
8,059,103 (3.2) 13,770,550
1.3
(6.5) 11,492,620 (5.5) 6,722,947 (4.7)
14.0
2,885,708
11.1 4,979,496 15.4
(5.0)
2,320,760 (13.4) 2,024,441 (10.7)
(2.2)
1,857,794 (8.4) 4,580,029 (7.2)
19.0
2,598,920
9.5 1,787,670 15.6
6.3
5,285,978
37.3 3,146,166
6.6
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(27.7)
(36.8)
(5.9)
(7.1)
0.7
8.5
(1.2)
(1.8)
(53.2)
(9.9)
(17.6)
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Number of years two London
sisters have kept their mother
in a mortician’s freezer. Instead
of burying mum, they’ve spent
more than $25,000 to keep her
on ice so they can visit each
weekend. The pair reportedly
re-do her make-up regularly so
she looks “fresh.”

95.1%

Dollar gain by pizza crusts/
dough (to $4,206,369), largest by
a frozen subcategory during the
most recent 12 weeks. Private
label’s 1,774.8% leap helped it
overtake Udi’s (+116.5%) for the
No. 1 spot, but it wasn’t even the
fastest gainer: No. 3 Freschetta
saw its sales jump 3,288.0%,
albeit off of a small base.

$3,100,351

Dollar sales amassed by Dole
Fruit Smoothie Shakers during
the most recent 12 weeks,
making it a top performer
among frozen products in
distribution less than one year.
Already the drink/cocktail
drink concentrate segment’s
third-best seller, it helped boost
total subcategory sales 21.8%.

$440

Price in U.S. dollars of the
Canadian seal penis served at
China’s first penis restaurant,
which also serves yak, donkey,
horse, dog, goat, deer and ox
“organs.”

12.4%

Percentage of frozen bread/
rolls/pastry dough volume
sold with merchandising
support, lowest among frozen
subcategories with at least
$1 million in sales — and
7.5 percentage points less than
a year ago. The loss of
support seems to correlate
with a decrease in sales:
-12.9% to $30,965,290.

Amy’s
Tina’s

$8,717,566
$7,278,326

17.4
7.8

3,328,697
17,017,860

14.3
3.1

1,205,267
4,533,283

15.2
6.0

MULTI-SERVE DINNERS/ENTREES $253,738,100
Stouffer’s
$82,036,130
Birds Eye Voila!
$31,959,280
Bertolli
$23,585,040
P.F. Chang’s Home Menu
$18,586,460
Private Label
$12,688,660
Marie Callender’s
$8,204,756
Banquet
$7,029,268
Gourmet Dining
$6,816,383
On-Cor Traditionals
$6,383,270
On-Cor Classics
$3,928,484

(9.2) 43,670,420 (14.5) 85,418,670 (13.1)
(5.6) 11,053,920 (14.0) 31,124,030 (12.3)
(2.7)
7,203,916 (10.1) 10,855,170 (6.9)
(6.0)
3,611,685 (2.5) 5,432,691 (2.5)
14.6
2,298,126
19.5 3,159,930 19.5
(13.1)
1,777,065 (22.8) 4,312,611 (14.8)
(24.4)
1,353,229 (44.6) 2,638,123 (32.9)
(3.3)
2,396,663 (19.3) 3,970,178 (20.4)
9.1
1,336,945
12.8 2,524,642 12.8
(11.5)
2,539,741 (12.7) 4,488,376 (12.7)
(43.3)
1,231,839 (43.1) 2,148,331 (43.4)

FISH/SEAFOOD
Private Label
Gorton’s
Van de Kamp’s
Great American
Mrs. Paul’s
Sea Best
Great Fish
Cape Gourmet
Ocean Eclipse
Fisher Boy

$253,144,200
$80,364,940
$37,620,160
$10,704,030
$10,301,080
$7,794,937
$7,418,529
$7,158,314
$4,294,159
$3,579,996
$2,794,468

1.9 41,804,380 (4.2) 49,210,500 (0.7)
9.0 10,970,240
1.8 14,193,920
9.7
6.2
6,989,738 (1.3) 6,771,506 (2.9)
(8.1)
1,985,060 (7.2) 2,576,870 (4.9)
(24.7)
1,178,198 (30.9) 2,441,041 (29.8)
(9.9)
1,586,070 (14.8) 1,912,672 (14.6)
(1.8)
1,139,359 (7.3) 1,682,639 (7.3)
8.9
1,055,745
1.2 1,980,218 11.7
28.7
548,587
27.6
899,070 29.2
(7.4)
1,536,369 (19.8)
670,909 (14.3)
(16.9)
669,615 (9.3) 1,074,406 (16.1)

SHRIMP
Private Label
SeaPak
Tastee Choice
Sea Best
Gorton’s
Cape Gourmet
Aqua Star
Great American
Seamazz
Censea

$247,491,900
$149,057,400
$10,267,380
$10,182,280
$6,601,445
$6,353,537
$5,583,666
$5,578,105
$4,204,239
$2,215,956
$2,116,886

0.1 26,965,180 (3.5) 31,828,980 (4.4)
0.8 15,779,100 (2.1) 18,731,170 (3.2)
1.9
1,553,113 (7.1) 1,516,588
4.6
59.8
1,132,504
51.1 1,230,172 64.2
(13.3)
868,829 (22.8) 1,021,533 (24.4)
(8.5)
1,061,630 (7.8)
785,517 (8.1)
(11.7)
340,516 (1.6)
665,646
1.7
(15.0)
704,836 (11.5)
758,211 (26.2)
(5.0)
376,109 (3.6)
697,348 (5.3)
(22.2)
170,631 (15.9)
236,214 (27.1)
(19.2)
159,188 (24.5)
236,655 (25.3)

MEAT (NO POULTRY)
Private Label
Bubba Burger
Philly Gourmet
Steak-umm
Holten
Flander
Armour
Cooked Perfect
Rosina
Mama Lucia

$237,536,500
$76,383,380
$30,041,470
$10,937,890
$9,508,821
$7,672,845
$5,108,786
$4,984,211
$3,900,891
$3,839,397
$3,432,539

(5.5) 31,365,810 (10.5) 67,684,140 (13.3)
(3.2)
9,030,372 (9.0) 24,431,160 (6.8)
4.3
2,819,062 (1.7) 5,945,190 (1.9)
(13.9)
1,320,327 (11.3) 2,721,523 (22.0)
(24.2)
1,710,201 (26.9) 2,038,702 (37.0)
30.8
750,211
16.5 2,543,947 18.0
(4.8)
687,625 (5.4) 2,499,234 (12.5)
(1.2)
1,264,838 (6.3) 1,420,930 (11.9)
11.7
716,006
15.0 1,187,912
3.4
(3.4)
559,035
0.4 1,013,685 (1.4)
(11.9)
798,799 (12.3) 1,041,602 (10.4)

PLAIN POTATOES/FRIES/HSHBRWNS.
Private Label
Ore-Ida
Ore-Ida Golden Crinkles
Alexia
Ore-Ida Tater Tots
Ore-Ida Golden Fries
Ore-Ida Fast Food Fries
McCain
Ore-Ida Easy Fries
Ore-Ida Zesties

$226,504,600
$76,112,360
$45,376,490
$15,412,600
$15,048,360
$10,182,470
$5,280,403
$5,194,524
$4,702,439
$3,992,551
$3,872,255

(3.6) 80,148,840 (6.0) 147,967,000 (7.4)
(5.9) 30,328,270 (9.2) 64,541,060 (9.4)
(4.8) 13,879,860 (9.3) 23,172,990 (11.7)
(2.3)
4,317,092 (2.0) 9,914,750 (2.4)
29.3
4,233,415
26.6 5,239,086 30.9
(0.2)
3,013,055 (0.7) 6,388,688 (1.0)
2.9
1,595,140
4.8 3,333,192
2.7
(21.3)
1,479,598 (20.7) 2,701,183 (22.1)
(10.9)
1,673,010 (9.2) 2,641,227 (5.2)
8.7
3,589,358
13.0 1,030,099 12.7
(5.8)
1,210,999 (5.9) 2,421,998 (5.9)

APPETIZERS/SNACK ROLLS
$193,843,600 (0.7) 50,696,890
For brand-level data, see our story on Appetizers/Snack Rolls in this issue.

(5.6) 49,786,780

(1.1)

TURKEY/TURKEY SUBSTITUTE $163,538,800
7.8 33,556,560 (3.9) 47,955,430 (2.5)
Jennie-O Turkey Store
$49,495,720
18.9
9,867,654
11.4 12,724,140 12.1
Private Label
$25,304,110
(1.2)
5,362,057 (16.2) 8,263,587 (12.2)
Shady Brook Farms
$22,061,870 (11.0)
4,146,176 (19.5) 6,253,275 (20.4)
Jennie-O
$18,120,910
36.5
2,986,157
28.7 6,800,102 31.7
Honeysuckle White
$9,727,775 (41.4)
2,189,177 (51.7) 2,822,470 (53.5)
*Number is either not available, or very high, indicative of a recent launch working off a small base.
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TOP
REFRIGERATED
BY BESSIE BOVINE
Supermarket sales of
refrigerated products topped
$11.23 billion during the 12 weeks
ended July 8, a loss of 0.9%
compared with the same period
a year ago, reports Chicago-based market
research firm SymphonyIRI Group. Units
shrunk 2.8% to 4.53 billion, and volume fell
3.4% to 37.45 billion. Percentage of volume
sold with merchandising support rose 1.4
points to 45.5%.
For the 52 weeks ended July 8, refrig-erated
sales jumped 3.5% to $50.76 billion, but unit
sales declined 3.0% to 20.23 billion and
volume fell 4.4% to 162.61 billion. Percentage
of volume sold with merchandising support
slipped 0.3 points to 41.6%.
Our chart shows the largest refrigerated
department subcategories, including the
leading brands, for the 12 weeks ended July
8, 2012. Data is for the brands as originally
trademarked and may not include line
extensions.

F A C T O I D S

475.1%

Dollar gain by refrigerated
ready-to-drink coffee (to
$22,751,320), thanks mostly to
International Delight, whose
entry into the subcategory
more than quadrupled total
sales. But RTD coffee wasn’t
even the department’s
biggest gainer. That honor
goes to refrigerated
cranberry/cocktail drink,
up 659.7% to $6,551,765.

15.7%

Dollar gain by kefir/milk
substitutes/soy milk (to
$166,045,000), the largest
refrigerated subcategory
to register a double-digit
advance. Strong performances
by newer nut-based varieties
plus private label drove the
advance.
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SKIM/LOWFAT MILK
Private Label
Hood Lactaid
Horizon Organic
Organic Valley
Prairie Farms
Dean’s
Garelick Farms
Kemps Select
Hood
Stonyfield Farm

$1,494,077,000
$971,532,400
$55,168,260
$49,783,590
$20,340,840
$20,239,590
$12,965,940
$11,925,400
$11,596,430
$11,575,790
$11,493,180

(7.4) 515,661,800
(8.6) 350,257,900
(1.8) 12,691,720
0.1 11,247,940
2.6
4,674,680
1.7
7,541,485
(7.8)
4,927,835
(3.0)
4,461,821
5.2
4,224,143
(11.8)
4,065,621
(3.9)
2,779,991

(6.3) 3,193,983,000 (6.1)
(6.9) 2,298,322,000 (6.8)
(4.9) 53,799,460 (2.4)
(4.8) 48,928,960 (6.2)
(4.2) 19,762,620 (4.3)
3.2 46,792,880
0.5
(7.9) 26,132,580 (6.5)
(2.5) 20,952,870 (0.3)
13.3 22,990,610
0.5
(11.8) 21,079,650 (13.7)
(10.8) 11,119,960 (10.8)

YOGURT
Dannon
Yoplait
Chobani
Private Label
Stonyfield Farm
FAGE
YoCrunch
The Hain Celestial Group
Johanna Foods
General Mills

$1,081,972,000
$287,865,200
$256,994,800
$175,617,400
$109,250,900
$61,580,130
$52,179,500
$21,102,720
$15,530,820
$10,530,600
$9,864,148

6.7
4.6
(7.2)
44.9
16.2
(5.9)
19.9
10.5
35.6
(9.2)
(17.1)

888,559,600
175,643,200
261,498,000
124,880,600
161,626,000
27,718,240
29,384,970
18,819,780
4,459,068
17,916,590
2,924,055

(0.8) 514,872,800 (0.0)
(2.6) 138,578,400 (2.1)
(13.8) 134,839,300 (11.6)
48.4 54,146,400 50.7
7.6 81,212,420
6.2
(13.8) 23,670,840 (6.4)
42.8 14,531,120 37.4
(8.9)
9,145,384
2.8
18.3
5,621,471 36.4
(19.0)
7,536,921 (17.4)
(26.7)
6,410,570 (20.9)

(4.8) 322,256,700
(9.0) 226,714,300
13.0 27,851,270
(5.6)
3,259,253
(9.7)
2,993,265
*
4,271,250
5.3
2,016,210
19.7
1,476,759
(6.0)
2,649,971
(12.5)
2,264,024
(85.1)
619,817

(5.9) 4,404,758,000 (6.3)
(8.7) 3,138,291,000 (9.4)
7.7 346,533,400
7.6
0.9 39,061,900
1.0
(6.4) 60,558,660 (7.6)
* 56,015,580
*
(1.0) 24,194,520 (1.0)
22.5 16,417,040 16.7
(0.1) 31,007,280 (4.6)
(8.6) 29,479,170 (9.2)
(90.4) 11,483,760 (86.9)

FRESH EGGS
Private Label
Eggland’s Best
Land O Lakes
Cal Maine Sunup
Dutch Farms
4 Grain
Born Free
Hillandale Farms
Penn Dutch Farms
Rose Acre

$653,880,300
$421,025,300
$85,950,810
$9,834,107
$7,000,993
$6,416,230
$5,699,623
$4,441,191
$3,977,993
$3,702,719
$1,528,862

NATURAL SHREDDED CHEESE $581,810,900
Private Label
$315,185,700
Kraft
$103,957,300
Sargento
$48,315,120
Crystal Farms
$25,979,600
Kraft Philadelphia
$12,621,310
Borden
$11,167,240
Sargento Chefstyle
$8,511,396
Sargento Artisan Blends
$6,866,145
Di Giorno
$5,404,654
Tillamook
$4,794,130

1.4 208,825,400 (0.0) 124,249,800
0.2
(0.2) 114,870,400
(3.1) 75,043,690 (2.2)
(2.2) 37,579,550
(2.9) 19,067,600 (2.6)
6.0 17,062,930
10.3
8,933,022
8.0
13.8 10,094,720
16.9
5,646,058 15.6
39.1
4,824,268
37.7
2,442,513 39.5
5.4
4,839,693
1.5
2,457,069
0.8
(2.7)
2,847,045
3.5
1,612,220 (1.2)
(10.7)
2,462,201
(6.8)
1,004,189 (5.4)
(8.6)
1,197,733 (11.9)
488,487 (10.1)
0.4
1,348,648
(3.0)
797,206 (4.5)

NATURAL CHUNKS
Private Label
Tillamook
Kraft
Cabot Vermont
Kraft Cracker Barrel
Belgioioso
Laughing Cow Mini Babybel
Crystal Farms
Boars Head
President

$551,009,400
$201,591,100
$36,623,520
$32,601,020
$20,647,680
$18,720,120
$17,752,880
$16,335,410
$12,274,400
$9,469,711
$8,050,843

(1.1) 149,204,200
(3.6) 59,275,060
2.7
6,854,947
(6.2) 12,008,560
7.5
6,834,037
(6.5)
5,606,304
3.0
3,645,250
(0.3)
3,934,427
18.8
5,047,171
17.3
1,562,540
(9.4)
1,283,053

(2.9) 103,913,600 (4.2)
(5.8) 47,073,710 (5.9)
(0.8)
8,123,840 (2.0)
(7.9)
6,294,154 (8.1)
3.3
3,775,922
3.3
6.2
2,825,493 (14.9)
(0.9)
2,064,589 (2.1)
(9.2)
1,234,855 (3.3)
19.8
2,675,305 18.2
15.7
793,572 14.7
(14.7)
602,630 (15.6)

WHOLE MILK
Private Label
Horizon Organic
Hood Lactaid
Borden
Prairie Farms
Organic Valley
Alta Dena
Elmhurst Dairy
Hiland

$545,049,600
$355,624,200
$21,269,400
$12,950,820
$7,497,505
$6,318,775
$5,897,451
$5,100,324
$5,008,947
$4,966,083

(7.6) 183,959,400
(10.4) 123,664,500
4.4
4,615,695
0.8
2,787,012
28.8
2,462,326
0.6
2,335,709
8.9
1,342,371
51.0
1,736,152
15.1
1,810,069
(13.8)
1,812,575

(6.5) 1,129,325,000 (6.6)
(9.0) 807,169,500 (9.0)
(1.3) 20,957,160 (2.8)
(1.2) 12,861,420 (0.0)
40.6 12,534,680 33.9
4.3 13,653,490
1.6
1.2
5,831,378
2.4
78.6
7,199,529 42.7
6.0
9,981,096 23.1
(10.1)
9,573,074 (10.6)
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64.19

Seconds it took for an Australian
quartet to complete a 4 X 100
meter relay — while wearing
high heels. For the record, the
fastest women’s 4 X 100 ever
(40.82 seconds) was recorded at
the London Olympics last month.
To be fair, though, those gals ran
in sneakers.

24.5%

Dollar gain by private label
blended fruit juice (to
$1,824,620), highest by a store
brand refrigerated item
with at least $1 million in
sales. Despite its success, the
subcategory saw sales tumble
9.1%, thanks mostly to segment
leader Dole’s 9.1% loss.

$3,092,205

Dollar sales racked up by Crystal
Farms All Whites egg substitutes
during the most recent 12 weeks,
making it one of the best
performers among refrigerated
products in distribution less than
a year. However, subcategory
sales slipped 0.4% to $47,340,170,
due mostly to top seller
Egg Beaters’ 9.2% loss.
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Ounces of insect parts that
make it into your food each year,
according to the Guinness Book
of World Records. So over a
lifetime, you’ll swallow approximately 117 pounds of wings,
heads and other bug parts.

-10.9%

Dollar loss by refrigerated
cheesecakes (to $28,174,020),
slightly worse than the dessert’s performance in the
frozen department, where
sales slid 10.8% to $13,449,630.
Manufacturers blame increased
competition from in-store
bakeries.

Tuscan Dairy Farms

$4,560,748

(23.4)

1,664,800

(22.6)

7,894,133 (24.7)

ORANGE JUICE
$513,372,000
Tropicana Pure Premium
$145,241,000
Simply Orange
$92,825,150
Private Label
$85,456,660
Florida’s Natural
$75,992,420
Minute Maid Premium
$46,883,380
Minute Maid
$18,700,400
Minute Maid Premium Kids Plus
$4,925,593
Citrus World Donald Duck
$3,650,709
Odwalla
$3,239,559
Tree Ripe
$2,405,116

(2.9) 153,549,600
(10.8) 37,927,100
(2.6) 26,814,590
(5.5) 29,352,520
11.8 22,763,520
(14.5) 14,863,060
197.3
5,656,696
(4.3)
1,741,516
(4.3)
1,569,351
0.3
583,305
(41.3)
1,015,173

(6.5) 10,090,000,000
(16.7) 2,491,067,000
(4.1) 1,501,311,000
(9.9) 2,313,517,000
7.0 1,408,509,000
(15.5) 992,953,500
313.3 364,787,700
(2.9) 106,887,400
(4.5) 92,904,420
(2.0) 35,499,560
(48.2) 59,198,090

PRCSSD./IMITATION CHEESE-SLICES $299,264,500
Kraft Singles
$105,604,600
Private Label
$89,483,050
Kraft Deli Deluxe
$23,173,000
Kraft
$20,685,260
Borden
$15,798,980
Kraft Velveeta
$11,059,160
Crystal Farms
$6,781,782
Land O Lakes
$3,865,197
Galaxy Nutritional Foods Veggie
$2,947,658
Borden Sandwich Mate
$2,097,215

(4.8) 107,832,900
(2.9) 34,774,700
(9.2) 37,429,800
(12.2)
4,531,213
6.9
7,723,312
0.9
6,789,822
2.4
3,110,423
1.2
2,511,294
11.2
868,499
(6.6)
871,533
1.2
2,041,041

(6.3) 86,493,450 (5.7)
(4.4) 29,078,910 (1.5)
(9.6) 30,132,820 (10.3)
(18.9)
3,917,444 (16.6)
(3.7)
6,012,550 (4.1)
3.8
5,282,336
2.2
18.7
2,538,771 18.6
(3.0)
2,047,570 (5.2)
10.5
544,063
9.7
(8.9)
397,681 (8.9)
(0.2)
1,072,888 (0.6)

MARGARINE/SPRDS./BUTTER BLNDS. $283,055,400
I Can’t Believe It’s Not Butter
$44,793,380
Shedd’s Country Crock
$33,040,440
Land O Lakes
$28,962,750
Smart Balance
$24,318,080
Blue Bonnet
$22,207,940
Private Label
$21,169,900
Shedd’s Country Crock Plus
$16,322,860
I Can’t Believe It’s Not Butter Light $12,711,810
Imperial
$11,236,630
Parkay
$10,559,710

(5.4) 121,476,100
(6.3) 13,934,560
(6.0) 10,804,020
4.9 11,014,320
(10.5)
7,044,545
3.2 17,324,130
(3.2) 12,753,050
(8.1)
5,281,590
(7.4)
4,188,806
3.9 10,482,610
(4.1)
5,053,169

(9.5) 148,373,400 (9.0)
(10.1) 14,194,050 (10.3)
(8.5) 21,087,180 (9.2)
(1.3)
7,702,584 (0.5)
(14.7)
7,706,321 (13.1)
(7.0) 20,749,240 (4.1)
(9.9) 19,438,680 (10.5)
(9.0) 11,040,180 (9.8)
(10.0)
4,230,205 (11.1)
(5.8) 11,543,400 (2.2)
(9.1)
5,378,853 (8.1)

COFFEE CREAMER
$271,270,600
Nestlé Coffee Mate
$140,445,400
International Delight
$49,046,300
Private Label
$24,186,260
Bailey’s
$18,116,770
Nestlé Coffee Mate Carb Select
$15,885,780
Int’l. Dlght Coffee House Insprtns
$8,692,020
Silk
$3,464,182
Int’l. Dlght Cold Stone
$3,305,431
Mocha Mix
$2,497,602
Hood Country Creamer
$937,586

6.3 91,776,940
3.2 44,003,460
6.4 16,965,610
17.3
9,455,248
50.3
7,603,500
(1.1)
4,445,046
(40.3)
3,423,947
6.7
1,536,557
*
1,292,116
(13.7)
660,985
(1.7)
582,091

2.3 155,012,600
5.0
1.4 77,178,080
3.3
(2.0) 27,795,990 (1.0)
17.9 18,192,480 21.4
35.6
9,070,532 45.0
(0.8)
8,890,091 (0.8)
(50.5)
4,666,468 (40.9)
6.7
1,824,312
7.8
*
1,781,593
*
(15.9)
1,914,100 (15.8)
(2.3)
1,164,182 (2.3)

BUTTER
Private Label
Land O Lakes
Challenge Butter
Breakstone’s
Tillamook
Cabot
Keller’s
Darigold
Hotel Bar
Crystal Farms

$268,752,600
$142,173,200
$62,352,590
$10,423,450
$6,150,113
$5,458,593
$3,240,755
$3,170,125
$3,127,735
$3,090,165
$3,053,316

(8.4) 93,532,580
(11.7) 54,498,570
(11.6) 17,326,460
2.2
3,154,101
(8.2)
2,400,360
3.1
1,917,166
(8.7)
1,030,066
(7.0)
1,087,623
18.2
1,118,059
26.1
1,120,847
(29.2)
1,038,343

3.1 86,503,180
2.7
0.8 52,976,280
1.5
(6.6) 15,254,750 (8.3)
18.9
2,739,581 25.3
(4.8)
1,367,120 (2.8)
30.1
1,917,166 30.1
2.3
1,029,018
2.4
6.6
1,050,409
6.6
38.3
1,098,190 39.1
51.1
1,054,863 58.1
(20.1)
1,000,642 (19.6)

NATURAL SLICES
Private Label
Sargento
Sargento Deli Style
Kraft Big Slice
Tillamook
Crystal Farms
Sargento Natural Blends

$252,419,500
$97,639,140
$44,772,700
$19,070,670
$11,276,550
$10,870,090
$5,413,503
$4,726,417

6.2 81,496,180
1.9 35,845,200
35.0 14,693,550
0.3
6,258,580
11.1
3,890,967
(8.6)
2,398,314
43.8
1,751,960
15.8
1,663,556

7.9 39,993,810
8.3
1.2 17,551,540
2.9
43.4
6,612,204 44.7
6.2
3,038,248
6.4
13.4
1,885,858 14.1
(12.3)
1,626,934 (12.1)
48.5
892,594 46.0
27.0
779,875 27.0

(7.8)
(16.6)
(2.6)
(11.0)
7.2
(19.2)
199.5
(10.7)
(4.9)
12.7
(47.9)

* Number is either not available, or very high, indicative of a recent launch working off a small base.
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Atkins To Launch Frozen Meals

New line from No. 1 diet brand fills void with unique low-carb frozen meals.

D

enver-based Atkins Nutritionals
will launch a unique, premium
line of frozen meals in January.
The 12-item line is being developed specifically to meet the needs of the 82% of Americans now on a diet or watching their weight.

HIGHER MARGINS
Retailers can expect
higher margins and
significant differentiation from the new line,
to be marketed under
the Atkins label. All of
the frozen meals will
be made with premium
ingredients, rich creams
and sauces, freshly picked
vegetables and meats
without fillers. None of
the items contain added
sugars.
The higher levels of protein, combined with the quality of ingredients, will allow a premium price point acceptable to Atkins dieters, for whom taste is
key and deep discounting ranks low in the
decision-making process.
Atkins’ seven million loyal followers have
shopping baskets that are 25% larger than the
average consumer’s. All are looking for convenient meal options, and company research
shows that these consumers are more interested in taste than price.
Industry observers predict that the new
line will drive incremental sales and traffic
to the frozen meals section. The brand already dominates the diet nutrition category
with its high quality, premium-priced bars

and shakes. These new frozen products are
designed fit all phases of the Atkins diet and
help support people on their weight loss journey.
The company’s powerful and effective
weight loss program is based on all the food
groups and requires dieters to eat breakfast,

More than 82% of
Americans are on a diet
or watching their weight.
lunch, dinner and two snacks daily.
Atkins dieters currently do not have convenient meal options in the frozen nutritional
aisle, which lacks prepared meals that are low
in sugar and net carbs.

UNIQUE OFFERING
“There is currently no other low net carb
frozen offering,” says Erin Krause, marketing manager at the company. “Atkins dieters are shopping the perimeter of the store

and must prepare over 21 meals from scratch
each week. This can often be very tedious
and time-consuming for consumers with a
hectic schedule. Atkins frozen meals will enable Atkins dieters to enjoy convenient and
great-tasting meals.”
More people are turning to self-directed
diets and looking
for options at
retail. In addition, Atkins
followers
say
they are looking for more
convenient meal
solutions so they
don’t always have
to cook from
scratch. The Atkins frozen launch
will help them
make their diet
journey easier and
more convenient.
Nine months and four major consumer studies including focus groups and online research have established strong interest in the
new line and a high intent to purchase.
The launch will be supported by a holistic
marketing plan designed to motivate current
Atkins bar and shake users to purchase the
frozen meals as well. Beyond this base, it will
also drive awareness to consumers predisposed to a low-carb, low-sugar lifestyle. The
plan includes a traditional media campaign
with national TV and print, social media and
high-value coupons. There will also be a PR
blitz with a celebrity spokesperson to generF
ate excitement around the launch.

Introducing...

ATKINS
FROZEN MEALS
the first & only true
low-carb frozen meal option
ATTRACT NEW LOW-CARB SHOPPERS
TO YOUR FROZEN AISLE!

CAPTURE THIS EXCITING
GROWTH OPPORTUNITY!
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT: ROD FONTENOT AT RFONTENOT@ATKINS.COM

STANDS APART
It doesn’t charge slotting fees and it emphasizes customer
service instead of rock-bottom prices. Vendors love the
chain, which is registering some of the highest sales growth
in the industry. What gives?
BY DENISE LEATHERS

C

learly, Lakeland, Fla.-based Publix is not your
average supermarket chain. First of all, in the
middle of the slowest economic recovery since
World War II, it’s still building new stores
and, at the same time, growing sales in existing stores.
Second, it doesn’t use slotting or advertising fees to pad
its bottom line. And it hangs its hat on customer service, not low prices
or frequent promotions. But consumers
love it.
There are 1,059
Publix Super Markets
across five states, including the chain’s first Knoxville,
Tenn. store, which opened Aug. 2. By the end of 2012,
reports Maria Brous, director of media and community
relations, the company expects to have 1,070 stores up
and running. This puts it in a completely different category from most chains.
“The fact that Publix is still building new locations —

and at a fairly good clip — makes it
startlingly different from other companies,” says John Rand, senior vp
of retail insights for the Cambridge,
Mass.-based Market Insight Group of
Kantar Retail, Wilton, Conn. “I think
they have more net new stores each
year than Kroger and
Safeway combined in
the last five years.”
As a result,
second-quarter sales
topped $6.8 billion,
a 3.2% increase compared with last
year. But comparable-store sales were
up as well (+1.9%), despite increased
competition from retailers in other
channels that continue to add groceries to their mix. The only bad news: an uncharacteristic
0.2% dip in profits during the quarter (to $381.6 million),

Second-quarter sales topped
$6.8 billion, a 3.2% increase
compared with last year.
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the first year-to-year decline since the first
quarter of 2009. In the face of rising prices, “It
appears as though Publix is sacrificing some
margin, which only endears it to its customers
even more,” says Paula Rosenblum, managing
partner at Miami-based Retail Systems Research (RSR) — and a Publix shopper herself.
Why are Publix shoppers so darn loyal? In a
nutshell: customer service.

‘PEERLESS’ CUSTOMER SERVICE
Described as “peerless,” “the gold standard,”
and “the best of the best,” customer service is
clearly Publix’s No. 1 strategy. In fact, the chain
guarantees it will “never knowingly disappoint
our customers.” And it doesn’t. “If you can’t find
something, they’ll grab you by the hand and take
you to it,” says one manufacturer, also a Publix
shopper. “I visit stores up and down the East
Coast, and, bar none, it’s the best I’ve ever seen.”
Sure the employees are friendly, well-trained
and experienced — no surprise since many of
them own stock in the company — but that’s
just the tip of the iceberg. Stores are clean and
uncluttered, competitors’ coupons are happily
accepted, checkout lines are short and carry-out
service is automatic (you have to ask them not
to take your groceries to your car), but Publix
goes beyond the customer-service basics. For
example, assortments are often tailored to fit
the needs of customers in a particular location.
And if a shopper wants a product that Publix
doesn’t carry “they’ll bend over backwards to
get it for her,” reports one manufacturer, who
often hears consumers refer to the store
they shop in as “my
Publix.” “They really
build relationships
with their shoppers,”
he adds.
It’s no surprise,
then, that Publix is
very selective in its
use of self-checkout
lanes, which are a
rarity throughout
the chain. “They
want to interact with
customers,” explains
Rosenblum. That’s
how the chain builds
such fierce loyalty
Complimentary carry-out is just one
among its customof the reasons customer service rates
ers. Unlike most
so high among Publix shoppers.

other retailers, she continues, “Publix realizes that price
is not as big an issue with consumers as you might think.
It really is more about service and convenience.”
To that end, adds Ginny Valkenburgh, senior vp at Kantar Retail, “Publix is
absolutely passionate about always
being 100% in
stock; it’s incredibly
important to them.”
As a result, says
Rand, “Their supply
chain is relentless.
The way they see it,
an out-of-stock is
a disappointment
to their shoppers.
And they won’t
tolerate that.” So
vendors that can’t
offer basic supply
chain excellence —
delivering products
Another example of Publix’s
on time and in good much-praised customer service:
condition — probit accepts competitors’ coupons.
ably won’t get a seat
at the table.
“There are some very big companies that get really
frustrated with Publix because they feel they have a lot to
offer, but until they get their orders right, Publix doesn’t
want to talk to them. They’re probably more famous in

Making room for more natural
and organic products takes away
shelf space for conventional items
but helps Publix keep its shoppers
out of Whole Foods.

the vendor community for that than anything else,” according to Rand. (Well, that and the fact that the chain
doesn’t require slotting fees.)

NO SLOTTING ‘HUGE’

“That’s huge,” says one manufacturer. “We’re able to use
the money that would have been given in slotting to create programs that help introduce and support our items
at retail so they’ll be a success.” Yes, Publix expects lower
prices in return (sort of like Walmart), “but it’s worth it,”
adds another vendor. “At some chains, slotting for just
one new item could run upwards of $75,000. And then
there are fees for advertising on top of that.” He notes that
while Publix does operate its own advertising program,
“costs aren’t outrageous like at some chains.” Why doesn’t
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carry products their shoppers
don’t necessarily want or
need. That’s not what they’re
all about. They only want to
add items that truly merit the
space.”
However, that philosophy
may contribute to a perception that Publix doesn’t offer
the same variety as some of its
competitors. Although sources
close to the company disagree,
claiming Publix carries a lot
of the fourth, fifth and sixth
brands other chains have
discontinued, vendors who
also shop the store
say it doesn’t have the
same selection as, say,
a Kroger.
This is partly
because its stores are
typically smaller. But
Publix has also made
room for more natural
and organic products than some of its
competitors, which takes away
Among the first of its kind, the Apron’s
shelf space from conventional
program at Publix offers cooking
items but helps the chain keep
demonstrations, recipes and displays
its shoppers out of Whole
where consumers can find all of the
Foods. (Publix also operates
ingredients for that week’s meal solution.
three stand-alone GreenWise
Publix sell space the way other retailmarkets for natural/organic/
ers do?
earth-friendly products, as well as
“Publix believes that both it and
three Publix-GreenWise hybrids.)
its suppliers will make more money
According to one supplier, the lack
when the customer buys the product, of variety is particularly noticeable
not when Publix buys the product,”
in the frozen department, where the
explains one source close to the
company. He compares other retailers’ dependence on slotting fees to a
crack addiction they just can’t kick.
“Publix wants its fair share of available funds, yes, but it wants to use
them to sell more product, not pad
the bottom line. They just think it’s a
better way to do business.”
This also corresponds with Publix’s customer focus, adds Valkenburgh. “They don’t want to be paid to

number of doors is limited, and in the
private label-heavy dairy department.

‘YOU KNOW WHERE
YOU STAND’
Manufacturers also give Publix high
marks for honesty and integrity.
“They’re not always easy to deal with,
but you usually know where you
stand when you leave a meeting,” says
one. “Publix is focused on moving
cases, without all the games other
retailers play. Goals and action plans
are clear, so we’re rarely surprised by
anything Publix does.”
“No one wants to hear a ‘no,’” adds

When Publix takes on a new
product, it lets its partners
know how the item — and
the manufacturer itself — is
performing via a detailed
vendor scorecard.

X

Perimeter departments like the
deli get high marks from Publix
consumers, thanks in part to a
more localized assortment.
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another, “but at least you can move
forward from there and quit wasting
time on a product that simply doesn’t
work for them.” And when Publix
does take on a new product, it lets its
partners know how the item — and
the manufacturer itself — is performing via a detailed vendor scorecard.
“Good or bad — and we’ve had
some bad reviews — it provides some
very clear direction as to where we
need to improve,” says one manufac-

X

You Provide the Store, We Provide the Sizzle.

Select Store Brands, one of the hottest
growing manufacturers in the country is now
ILULQJXS3ULYDWH%UDQGV3OHDVHFRQWDFW
%REE\5D\DWEUD\#VHOHFWVWRUHEUDQGVFRPRUFDOO
[DQGVHWXSDFROODERUDWLYH
meeting to see our chef inspired ideas to make
your freezer and deli cases SIZZLE.
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turer. “I think other retailers have
product on Publix’s shelves, it’ll need tions marketing, which is a benefit
(vendor scorecards), too, but they
to come to the table with a plan that
not only for consumers, but for supdon’t share the results, so you don’t
shows... how it will deliver value to
pliers too,” she remarks.
know what you’re doing wrong. A
customers and how it will promote
PL SHARE 18%-20%
retailer-vendor partnership is a lot
the item and gain trial.”
While everyone’s bullish on Apron’s,
like a marriage,” she adds. “To be
But, according to manufacturers,
some observers believe Publix’s
successful, you have to communicate. in-store promotion in particular is
Publix gets that.”
made a little more difficult by limited private label program, which owns
between 18% and 20%
But some vendors
of total dollar sales,
worry that the chain’s
could be more aggresgraduation to “supersive. According to a
regional” status is
source familiar with
changing the way it
the program, Publix’s
deals with suppliers.
store brand share
“Publix is a great comreflects the fact that
pany to work with, but
it includes only about
as the dominant retail3,100 SKUs vs. 8,700
er in the Southeast, it’s
or so at a chain like
definitely starting to
Kroger. But that’s by
flex its muscles,” says
design.
one, who misses the
“If Publix added
chain’s “vendor-friendanother 6,000 SKUs,
ly” attitude. “I’d like to
its share would be
see a return to a more
a lot higher, but it
partnering atmosphere
would have to delist
versus the big giant
that many national
attitude that seems to Publix managers don’t hide behind a desk. They’re out there
every day interacting with shoppers, answering questions and
and regional brands.
be evolving.”
The chain believes its
One example is the solving problems, all of which inspire extreme customer loyalty.
customers are more
chain’s use — albeit
interested in having a wide variety
limited — of on-line bidding for
off-shelf display space. “Publix has
of brands, including private label, to
private label business. “It doesn’t give endcaps and display space up front,
choose from. It’s all about finding the
us much confidence in our ability to
but not consistently throughout the
right balance, and Publix thinks it
build a long-term relationship with
store,” says one, who believes addihas,” says a market observer.
Publix as a private brand supplier,”
tional “points of interruption” could
Beyond the size of the program,
says one manufacturer.
help boost sales. However, consumers
some sources think Publix misses the
But the chain considers the
have always given Publix high marks
mark by offering what’s essentially
process a review, not a bid, says an
for its clean stores and wide, uncluta single-brand approach to private
observer close to Publix. “And while
tered aisles (see related story) so it’s
label. (Yes, it offers a
it doesn’t suit their apselection of natural,
proach in a lot of areas,
organic and earthit is acceptable in some.
friendly GreenWise
They want to be as
products, but they’re
competitive as possible,
sort of in a category
and they don’t apoloby themselves.)
gize for that.”
“You can’t sell every item under the
This source is quick to point out,
unlikely the chain will add more
same brand,” says consultant Craig
however, that the majority of Publixdisplay space anytime soon.
Espelien, vp of Consumer Products
brand suppliers are not the lowest
On the plus side, says ValkenInc., a subsidiary of Fort Worth,
price provider. In fact, he says, price
burgh, manufacturers can seek
Texas-based Marketing Management
is third on the list of criteria, after
inclusion for their products in meal
Inc. What about Publix Premium?
quality and service. “That said, in this solutions displays associated with
“You also shouldn’t try to upscale
economy, price remains important
Publix’s oft-imitated Apron’s proor downscale an existing brand,” he
to every consumer, whether they’re
gram, which offers cooking demonanswers, suggesting Publix take a
shopping at Tiffany’s or Dollar Genstrations and recipes. “Publix was an
page from H-E-B’s playbook and try X
eral. So if a company wants to get its
early thought leader on meal solu-

Some vendors worry that the chain’s
graduation to ‘super-regional’ status is
changing the way it deals with suppliers.
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Publix believes 100% stocked shelves are one way it
can “never knowingly disappoint its customers.”

In addition to Publix and Publix Premium, the chain
offers a selection of natural, organic and earth-friendly
GreenWise products in all of its stores.
X

creating a completely new brand that draws on the chain’s
heritage. Or, better yet, Publix could have several unique
sub-brands that allow it to enter categories such as pet
food and baby care where consumers are more resistant to private label, according
to Espelien. To fill a gap in its
program and attract a wider
variety of consumers, he would
also like to see the chain create
a small opening price point
line (as long as it’s not called
Publix Value).
“They’ve got the middle tier locked down pretty good,”
agrees Rand. “It’s an extraordinarily good, solid program.
And maybe they feel that’s all they need. But it’s worth noting that competitors like Kroger have as many as five different tiers.” As consumers become more savvy about store
brands and realize they can compare private label products

from different retailers, Publix’s lack of super-premium
and value programs could become more of an issue.
Espelien also has a problem with Publix’s private label
packaging: first, that it’s the same across categories and
second, that it’s white. “In general, white packaging
suggests a price-focused product. It means cheap, not
necessarily good value.” Because of who it is and what
it stands for, Espelien adds, Publix can pull off white
packaging (he calls it the halo effect), but he thinks the
chain can do better.
Not surprisingly, sources close to Publix disagree.
“They chose white on purpose,” says one observer. “Shoppers can stand at the end of an aisle and pick it out from
20 feet away. It breaks through the noise and clutter in a
significant way. They have every reason to be proud of it.”
Rand agrees. “Yes, it’s white, but it’s in no way generic,”
thanks to clever verbiage and high-quality graphics, he
remarks. “And it does stick out on the shelf” — partly
because the chain uses brand
blocking to create a more significant impression rather than
placing individual items next to
their national brand counterparts.
Regular — but certainly not
over-the-top — promotion via
advertising, display and, most
notably, the Publix Brand Challenge also helps the line
stand out. But not everyone is a fan of that particular promotion, which offers customers who buy certain national
brand products free private label versions.
“We’re talking about an upscale retailer that wants to
give its own brand products away,” says Espelien. “What X

Publix’s store brand includes
only about 3,100 SKUs vs.
8,700 or so at a chain like
Kroger. But that’s by design.
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Let Sea Best™ Give Your Sales A Push.

Set A Course for Success.
Branded seafood guides new customers to the
category and increases purchases throughout the
store. Studies show frozen seafood shoppers spend
more on groceries (an average of $349 a month),
and are more likely to try new products and explore
the entire store.*

Set sales to a new level with Sea Best™.
©2012 Beaver Street Fisheries

Contact your Sea Best™ sales
representative at 800.874.6426.

seabest.com

facebook.com/SeaBestSeafood
* Acosta Insights ShopperF1rst Study, 2010
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Some observers
think Publix’s
white, family-style
private label packaging looks
“generic” and “cheap,” but the
chain believes its store brands
stand out on the shelves.
X

does that say about the value of those items? I think it
sends the wrong message.”
But to Rosenblum’s way of thinking, the message is:
We’re so confident in this brand that we’re willing to let
you try it for free just to prove it. “I think it’s brilliant,”
she says. “And the fact that Publix introduced the program during the height of the recession was one of the
most gutsy things I’ve ever seen a retailer do. I think it
helped establish a lot of credibility around the brand, and
that’s a big deal.”

for now anyhow.
As Publix moves into new markets where shoppers
and competitors behave differently, its lack of data, and
particularly shopper data, is likely to become more of
an issue, says Rand. For example, “Without the ability
to track household level behavior, the company doesn’t
know what products shoppers aren’t buying in its
stores, so it can’t provide an offer that encourages them
to come back to Publix for those items. But they’re
already expanding into markets where companies like
Kroger do have that data. And as they move up the
East Coast, they’ll quickly run into Ahold and Safeway,
which have it, too. So while it hasn’t been a big problem
up until now, it could become a real disadvantage.”
As a result, adds Valkenburgh, vendors that do business — or want to do business — with Publix could
find themselves in a better position if they’ve got shopper insights to share. In fact, several vendors say Publix
already requires a lot of data, particularly for new items
without a proven track record. Because of this, it’s developed a somewhat conservative reputation. “It’s definitely not a risk-taker,” confirms one manufacturer. Lack
of internal data to inform decisions regarding assortment
could be one reason why.
Clearly, says Rand, Publix has won the home game,
rolling over relatively weak opponents in Florida and a
handful of other states. But now it’s moving into markets
where the competition is likely to be a lot stiffer. Kroger

TECHNOLOGY-CHALLENGED?
If Publix has a weakness, observers say it’s in the area of
technology. Yes, it recently established a presence on both
Facebook and YouTube, weekly ads are now available
via smartphone app, and it just announced plans to test
online ordering for in-store delis. It’s also reportedly considering a paperless, digital-coupon program. But, according to Rand, other retailers are already light years ahead
of Publix when it comes to
those types of technologies.
The real problem, though, is
the chain’s lack of a loyalty
or frequent-shopper card,
which would allow it to capture consumer data.
But, according to one
source, “Publix doesn’t
believe its customers should
be required to carry a card to get the best deals it offers.
Finding value should be simple.” Moreover, he says, other
than Kroger, which has invested heavily in data analysis,
most grocery retailers simply aren’t using the consumer
data they capture. As a result, their loyalty cards serve
as little more than price discount cards, to which Publix
is fundamentally opposed. The bottom line is, “Publix is
doing just fine without a bunch of consumer data.” Well,

If Publix has
a weakness,
observers say
it’s in the area
of technology.
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Because it offers only about 3,100 private label
SKUs, the chain’s store brand share is in the 18%
to 20% range. But that’s OK with Publix, which
believes a “more balanced” selection that includes
national brands, regional brands and store brands
better serves its shoppers.

defended well in Atlanta, where Publix gained share,
but not from it, he reports. “There’s no reason to believe
Harris-Teeter won’t do the same in the Carolinas. Publix
won’t be able to just put a store next door and expect to
win over those customers. Harris-Teeter isn’t Food Lion
or Winn-Dixie. It’s a darn good local company that’s
likely to hold on to a lot of the premium shoppers that
Publix has always done well with.” He adds, “I think it’ll
be a lot of fun to watch.” Q

Juice. It’s in our DNA.
For 30 years Old Orchard has been producing the best tasting, highest
quality juices at an affordable price. Our portfolio of unique blends and
trend-forward flavors are perfectly suited to the changing needs of
today’s consumer. And our vast experience and category insights
can help you to profitably advance
your business. If you are looking for
a partner that offers exceptional
products and unmatched service,
give us a call.
100% Juice. Juice Blends. Reduced Sugar Juice Cocktails. Info@oldorchard.com | www.oldorchard.com | 616-887-1745
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WHY THEY SHOP PUBLIX
Sure, its prices are a little high, but Publix’s standout
customer service and product quality more than make
up for it.
BY DENISE LEATHERS

A

gas prices, a quarter are already doing more comparative shopping while more than a third are buying more
store brands and using coupons more frequently. It’s also
worth noting that, while significant numbers of consumers choose to shop at Kroger, Safeway and Winn-Dixie
for their frequent-shopper cards and/or fuel/gas rewards,
Publix doesn’t offer either.
But it does have top-notch perimeter departments.
Compared with shoppers as a whole, about twice as many
Publix shoppers buy groceries there because of its bakery
(35.5%) and deli (34.8%) departments. Publix also scores
high on fresh produce, meat/seafood, prepared meals and
organic/whole foods.
In addition to the chain’s exceptional service and high

sk consumers why they shop at a particular
supermarket for groceries and they’re most likely
to cite price (73.1%), location (70.5%), selection
(54.9%) and quality (45.5%). Service, on the other hand,
is usually way down on the list, a “luxury” consumers
have learned to go without. Not so for Publix shoppers.
According to Worthington, Ohio-based BIGinsight’s
(www.biginsight.com) Monthly
Consumer Survey (August
2011, N=8,632), a whopping
Publix shoppers were most likely to have also bought groceries during the past
56.0% of Publix shoppers say
90 days at Walmart (55.7%), Target (34.2%), Winn-Dixie (30.8%), Kroger (10.9%)
the Lakeland, Fla.-based chain’s
and Food Lion (6.6%), according to BIGinsight. Our chart indicates the reasons
legendary service is one of the
consumers said they chose to buy groceries at Publix or one of its competitors.
reasons they buy their grocerHighlighted numbers show where Publix scored above average.
ies there — more than twice the
GENERAL
Average Publix Kroger Winn-Dixie Target Food Lion Walmart
national average (26.5%). Of the
Price
73.1% 56.6%
74.7%
79.8% 80.3%
77.1%
91.2%
“big four” reasons consumers
Selection
54.9% 65.2%
67.0%
69.7% 61.0%
44.1%
58.2%
choose a particular store, Publix
Location
70.5% 83.3%
81.4%
82.6% 76.1%
84.3%
69.0%
also rates better than average in
Quality
45.5% 70.5% 55.0%
63.7% 56.3%
35.6%
32.2%
three: location (83.3%), selection
Service
26.5% 56.0%
31.6%
45.4% 24.5%
31.7%
16.6%
(65.2%) and, especially, quality
DEPARTMENTS
(70.5%). In fact, the only major
Bakery
15.7% 35.5%
15.0%
15.1% 10.6%
10.0%
15.8%
area where it falls short is price,
Deli
17.2%
34.8%
16.6%
13.6%
11.2%
15.7%
16.5%
listed by 56.6% of Publix shopFresh
Produce
31.8%
47.8%
37.8%
40.0%
28.8%
27.3%
24.7%
pers as a reason they buy groMeat/Seafood
25.1% 37.0%
29.4%
43.1% 17.4%
24.1%
17.5%
ceries there — well short of the
Organic/Whole
Foods
7.6%
11.0%
8.2%
4.2%
12.5%
2.7%
5.0%
73.1% of total consumers who
Prepared
Meals
8.0%
12.4%
6.8%
3.8%
6.4%
5.9%
9.9%
choose a store based on price.
SERVICES
Demographics could have someFuel/Gas Rewards
14.4%
1.0%
55.4%
30.8%
1.0%
1.6%
4.4%
thing to do with it.
Frequent-Shopper Card 17.7%
1.6%
48.3%
42.3%
6.7%
40.6%
2.4%
According to BIGinsight, the
Knowledgeable Staff
11.3% 23.8%
10.9%
16.8%
7.0%
8.6%
6.7%
average Publix shopper is older
Trustworthy Retailer
21.1% 42.9% 22.0%
23.8% 19.3%
15.6%
16.2%
(40.8% are 55+), more affluent and
Store Appearance
20.2% 44.6%
24.5%
17.9% 30.5%
12.8%
15.7%
less likely to have children under
Store Layout
21.3% 31.9%
26.5%
26.7% 30.4%
17.9%
20.2%
age 18 living with them than shoppers in general. They’re also more
quality products, more than twice as many Publix shoplikely to live in a one- or two-person household (65.3%).
pers than total shoppers buy groceries there because of
For those consumers at least, Publix’s high level of
the store’s appearance (44.6% vs. 20.2%), confirming its
service and quality appear to outweigh any concerns
reputation for being clean, uncluttered and well-stocked.
with price. But BIGinsight senior analyst Dianne Kremer
Finally, Publix scores high for being trustworthy and
points out that key competitors Kroger, Safeway and
having
knowledgeable employees. As a result, its net
Winn-Dixie also scored better than average in the areas
promoter
score*, which measures how likely shoppers are
of service and quality and significantly higher than Publix
to
recommend
a store to a friend, is 61.0% — almost twice
on price, “which could present a challenge as food and
as
high
as
the
average
and in the same range as Whole
gas prices rise.” She adds that BIGinsight’s most recent
Q
Foods
and
Aldi.
analysis reveals that Publix shoppers are less confident in
the economy than the population as a whole, as well as
*Net Promoter, NPS and Net Promoter Score are tradeshoppers at some of their biggest competitors (Walmart,
marks of Satmetrix Systems, Inc., Bain & Company, and
Kroger, Safeway and Target). And due to fluctuating
Fred Reichheld.

Key Attributes Used for Choosing Stores
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ASIAN FOODS
ARE CROWDED
New competition has helped and hurt the segment.
Consumer awareness has grown, but some brands have
responded by chasing price.

tition, with a resulting “race to the bottom” among some
brands hoping to differentiate via low price.
One observer says P.F. Chang, perhaps in a reactive
move, recently debuted some lower-price items. He adds
that “It will be interesting to see how they do. They’ve
taken some heat on their pricing, and aggressive promotion can’t do it all for them.”
Results across the frozen Asian foods segment have been
mixed. Houston-based Windsor Foods (www.windsor

BY WARREN THAYER

I

ncreased competition has
both helped and hurt the
frozen Asian food segment.
Launches by General Mills’
Wanchai Ferry and Unilever’s
P.F. Chang helped raise the
segment’s profile when they
skyrocketed onto the scene a
year or two ago, but they were
soon turning in declines in
supermarket sales.
Wanchai Ferry dropped off
the top-10 list of entrees sold in
supermarkets this year, according
to data from SymphonyIRI Group, the Chicago-based market research firm. P.F. Chang
has recovered somewhat, with supermarket sales
up by 14.6% to $18,586,460 in the 12 weeks ended July 8,
according to SymphonyIRI. That puts it in fourth place
among multi-serve frozen dinners/entrees. The brand’s
units climbed 19.5% to 2,298,126, while merchandising
support rose by 9.5 points to 44.5%.
While these two brands helped raise consumer awareness of frozen Asian foods, they also heightened compe-

Thai Feast is focusing more attention on reducing
sodium and sugar content, and seeing a surge in
interest in gluten-free.
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Ajinomoto Frozen Foods USA has launched a line
of two-serving Asian entrees under the Simmering
Samurai label.

foods.com) has been driving strong growth with its core
business in egg rolls and potstickers, according to Mark
Hannay, vp of sales
for the Walmart
team of the company.
In the Asian frozen
food category, Windsor manufactures
Ling Ling appetizers
and Tai Pei entrées
and appetizers.
The company’s chicken egg rolls have been doing
particularly well, and “are among the stars of the line,”
he notes. “We’ve improved flavors and added variety to
our sauces for convenience, and these give the consumer
a quality restaurant experience. We’ll be adding several
new items soon as well.”
Hannay notes that as the economy slowly improves,
restaurant business is on the upswing, posing a competitive threat to frozen foods. One way to compete is by
leveraging the use of social media, targeting households
and encouraging the purchase of core items, he says.
“The average household buys only about 150 different

‘Consumers are
looking for higherquality, authentic
Asian frozen food.‘

Killer
Tas
te
Your hunger has met its match.

New Sizes, New Flavors.

Orange Chicken | General Tso’s Chicken | Sweet and Sour Chicken
Chicken Fried Rice | Hibachi Flavored Chicken Lo Mein

Ajinomoto Frozen Foods U.S.A., Inc.

7124 North Marine Drive, Portland, OR 97203
Phone: 503.505.5783
Fax: 503.734.1531
info@ajifrozenusa.com
www.ajifrozenusa.com
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items in a given year, and that
number has gone down in recent years. People are creatures
of habit, and once items are
established, you have to keep
them strong,” Hannay explains.

“With all the social
media and new Asian
restaurants popping up
everywhere, the bar has
been elevated and consumers are looking for higherquality, authentic Asian
DEMO RESULTS SPOTTY
frozen food,” according
Demos can be a good promoto Sakamoto. He says his
tional vehicle, Hannay says, but
company is bringing new
he questions their cost-effectivetechnology from Japan and
ness. There are times when they
creating authentic flavors to
are strategically important, espedifferentiate its products for
cially for new products, he says,
consumers.
Thai Feast (www.thaifeast.
adding that some retailers with
com), Dearborn, Mich., sees
demo coordinators in the stores
strong growth in the glutenand commitment to programs
free segment, according to
do well.
Portland, Ore.-based
company founder Genevieve
Windsor Foods’ Tai Pei chicken egg rolls have
Ajinomoto Frozen Foods USA
Vang. Whether or not peobeen doing particularly well, and ‘are among
(www.ajifrozenusa.com) has
ple have celiac disease, they
the stars of the line.’
launched a line of two-serving
are trying gluten-free prodAsian entrees under the Simmering Samurai label. The
ucts for health reasons, she says. The company recently
items, packed in 20-ounce boxes, include: Chicken Fried
added several new items that are gluten-free.
Rice (breast meat with bacon, vegetables and scrambled
She adds that while Thai Feast, like others, is focusing
eggs in a gourmet sauce); General Tso’s Chicken with
more attention on reducing sodium and sugar content,
Vegetable Fried Rice (tender battered white chicken meat it is also aware of a move to larger-size family and club
in a spicy garlic and ginger sauce with vegetable fried
packs in the slow economy.
rice); Hibachi Flavored Chicken and Vegetables with
Vang notes that many retailers are getting good trial
Lo Mein Noodles (tender white meat chicken and crisp
via demos. “Some shoppers may be afraid to try Thai
vegetables with noodles in a sweet and savory soy ginger
foods – they may think it is spicy. But when they try it
sauce); Sweet and Sour Chicken with Vegetable Fried
they realize that is not true. It is not spicy unless you add
Rice (tender battered white chicken meat in a restaurant- a lot of spices to it,” she says with a laugh. Q
style sweet and sour sauce
with vegetable fried
rice); and Orange Chicken with Vegetable Fried
Rice (tendered battered
white chicken meat in a
tangy sauce with vegetable fried rice).
Jeff Sakamoto, vp of
sales and marketing at
Ajinomoto USA, reports
seeing retailers succeed
well when all Asian
Asian foods and ingredients
items – including appeare increasingly important in
tizers, entrees and sides
restaurants.
– are all merchandised
together in the freezer.
BY MATHEW MANDELTORT
This creates a destination area for consumers,
ost people know the
which can be helped
four basic tastes of
along by the continued
sweet, bitter, sour
expansion of private
and salty. But in 1908, Dr. Kikuknae Ikeda, a Japanese chemist and university
label and new products.
professor, discovered a fifth taste he called umami. Umami has a common chemi-

‘UBABI’—

THE ASIAN

FLAVOR

INVASION

M
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cal component that produces the flavor of meat, seaweed and tomatoes.
In 2011 Robert Sturm, a friend of mine who is a development chef, came up with yet another taste: Ubabi.
(Okay, Ubabi, pronounced “Ooh-baby!”, is just a fun
play on umami, and you won’t find it in a search on the
Internet). Ubabi is the summation of all those wonderful
flavors that we crave and can’t get enough of, and it is at
the heart of today’s Asian Flavor Invasion.
Whether talking emerging concepts, such as Shop-

House Southeast Asian
Kitchen or Asianinspired menu additions like Marble Slab
Creamery’s Mango
Fusion ice cream made
with mango and lychee,
the Asian Flavor Invasion is in full swing.
Since 2009 “Asian”

% Increase of Asian Items
on Menus, 2009-2012
Appetizers/Starters 11.9%
Desserts 10.0%
Entrees/Main Dishes 6.2%
Total 11.0%
Source: Technomic Menu Monitor.

Top 10 Asian
Ingredients

Ginger
Sesame Seed
Soy
Basil
Tea
Pepper
Peanut Sauce
Wasabi
Sweet & Sour
Ponzu Sauce

106
73
70
59
58
35
34
34
32
19

Number of times ingredients were named in all
entrée menu descriptions,
April-June 2012.
Source: Technomic Menu
Monitor.
Base: Technomic Top 500,
Emerging Chains and Independent Restaurants.

Asian Flavors Moving into Mainstream
Chain

Menu Item

Flavoring

Brick House Tavern & Tap

Topped With Sriracha Ketchup

Joe’s Crab Shack

Prosciutto Wrapped
Meatloaf
Fried Oysters

Ruby Tuesday

Shrimp Sampler

Source: Technomic Menu Monitor.
items on restaurant menus have increased by 11.0%.
It’s been a long time since “Asian” referred to just
“Chinese.” Today, Thai, Malaysian, Japanese, Vietnamese, and Korean cuisines are all growing parts of the
Asian mix. Chefs now integrate Asian ingredients as
easily as salt and pepper into any type of food.
Sriracha, a Thai chili paste, fits seamlessly on nonAsian menus seeking heat. Asian flavors are moving into
the mainstream; the development of familiar offerings
with a flavorful Thai, Vietnamese or Indonesian twist on
sauces, dressings or ingredients in general will continue
to pique customer interest. Q

Served With Spicy Sriracha
Remoulade Sauce.
Served With Sriracha Ranch
Dressing.
Mathew Mandeltort is a
senior consultant with Chicago-based Technomic (www.
technomic.com), a leading
fact-based consulting
and research firm serving
the food industry for more
than 45 years.
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REVIVING

PIZZA
Frozen pizza sales have been soft, but the category has
an excellent sales-to-space ratio. For some retailers,
tweaking promotional strategies may be in order.
BY ELLEN SCHMITZ

S

upermarket sales of frozen pizza may be down,
but the category remains one of the most important in the frozen food department and has considerable untapped potential.
Category sales fell by 4.1% to $636.8 million in the
12 weeks ended July 8, giving it an 8.5% share of frozen foods. That’s a steeper drop than the 0.9% decline
posted by the department
as a whole.

ERODING SHARE
For the 52 weeks, frozen
pizza was off by 3.3% and had
an 8.9% department share.
Clearly, the numbers are
moving in the wrong direction, and this is cause for concern. After all, frozen pizza
is the third largest frozen
category after dinners/entrees
and ice cream/sherbet.
Is your frozen pizza catELLEN SCHMITZ
egory performing worse than
the percentages noted here?
Are consumers leaving the grocery channel to buy their
frozen pizza? What steps might you take to stem the tide?
There’s more to this than is apparent from the top-line
numbers. Let’s drill down a bit and see what we find.
The good news is that frozen pizza is very spaceefficient, with a sales/space ratio (fair share) of 136
– well above the average of 100. The category
gets an average of 106 linear feet per
store, up by one foot versus the prior
year. Over the past year, frozen
pizza accounted for 6.5% of department space but 8.9% of
dollars. Not bad.
After comparing these
numbers against your
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own, you might want to consider if it’s wise to take
some space from underperforming categories and give
it to the highly efficient frozen pizza segment.
Another thing to consider: promotional strategies.
Fully 78% of frozen pizza dollars come from base sales
(everyday sales, in the absence of merchandising). This
is true even though there is a pizza brand on sale every
week (51 of 52 weeks in the latest year, and 12 out of 12
weeks in the most recent quarter). Of the $27 million
category decline in the latest 12 weeks, $18 million is
due to base sales.
In fact, both base and incremental dollars are down
in the last 12 weeks, by 3.5% and 6.3%, respectively.
Base sales declines are
due to a velocity decline
despite an average of 1.5
more items per store. Incremental sales drops are
driven by poorer volume
lifts on temporary price
reductions and features.
Weeks of support are
even with last year.
This might be a good
time to revisit your
promotion strategy: How
many brands do you
need to promote at the same time? Which brands? Do
you need your current level of promotions?

The good news is
that frozen pizza
is very spaceefficient, with a
sales/space ratio
of 136 – well above
the average of 100.

BRANDS STILL RULE
Frozen pizza is dependent on branded items, which account for 89% of category dollars. The average store carries 112 frozen pizza items, 15 of which are private label.
Private label SKU counts
rose an average of 0.9%
in the past year.
Among the
top 10 brands,
only Red Baron
and private
label showed
gains in
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There’s one brand of frozen pizza that continues to be
a hot seller in the freezer section. Palermo’s. No one
is more passionate about great pizza. Our obsession
with the details, big and small, makes Palermo’s the
perfect choice for pizza lovers. It’s no wonder we’re
helping retailers increase frozen pizza sales.
To find out how to share in this remarkable growth
and fire up your category sales, call Don Ostergren,
our VP of Sales, at 800-800-7912.
Visit us online at stockpalermos.com

© Palermo Villa Inc. 2012
*Nielsen NITRO Total U.S. Food $2MM+ for the 52 weeks ending 12/24/2011
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the past 12 weeks. In the latest 12
weeks, private label grew by 3.5%,
outpacing the overall category.
Some retailers might do well to
revisit assortments and reallocate
more space to private label.
Frozen pizza displays good yearround sales, as monthly seasonality
indices vary only slightly – from a
high of 106 in January to a low of 94
in April. Some 58.7% of households
buy frozen pizza each year, though
this has slipped by 2.1 points from a
year ago. The average buying house-

outlay of $39.63.
Using Shopper Sights consumer
and store targeting diagnostics, we
can identify 22 distinct consumer
clusters that are the heaviest users
of frozen pizza.
In total, these 22
clusters represent
33% of the United
States population and 48% of
total frozen pizza
volume. They purchase 25% more on a dollar basis
than the average consumer and
40% more on a volume basis.
Frozen pizza buyers also tend
to have larger, 3+ households
(70% of group) and children
(78%). DMAs with the greatest
concentration of these buyers are in Texas (Laredo, El Paso,
Waco, Houston, Dallas, Harlingen/
Brownsville) and Salt Lake City. If
we isolate the top five target con-

The average store carries
112 frozen pizza items, 15
of which are private label.
hold spends $6.97 per trip (up $0.24
versus prior year) and purchases 5.7
times per year (down by 0.2 occasions) for an annual frozen pizza

sumer clusters, they represent 11%
of the population and 18% of frozen
pizza volume.
Once you’ve taken a closer look at
your own customer base, you may

How many pizza brands do you
need to promote at the same
time? Which brands? Do you need
your current level of promotion?
choose to reach out to frozen pizza
buyers via direct mail and frequentshopper programs. Q
Ellen Schmitz is Principal-Strategic
Accounts, at SymphonyIRI Group,
the Chicago-based market research
firm, and a member of this magazine’s editorial advisory board. She
can be reached at ellen.schmitz@
symphonyiri.com.

FROZEN PIZZA

Supermarket sales for the 12 weeks ended July 8, 2012, according to SymphnyIRI Group, the Chicago-based market
research firm. Percent change is versus the same period a year ago. Data is for the brands as originally trademarked, and
may not include line extensions. Brands with sales under $100,000 are not listed.
CATEGORY
$ SALES % CHG UNIT SALES % CHG
VOLUME % CHG % MERCH* POINTS CHG
TOTAL CATEGORY
$636,774,100
(4.1) 204,132,400
(3.4) 195,826,600
(3.7)
57.4
1.3
FROZEN PIZZA
$632,567,700
(4.4) 202,764,500
(3.7) 194,324,400
(4.0)
57.6
1.3
DiGiorno
$130,813,800
(13.9)
23,693,350
(13.1)
35,757,000
(15.0)
50.8
(8.0)
Private Label
$69,008,000
3.5
27,226,210
2.1
24,678,620
(3.0)
49.2
3.9
Red Baron
$59,825,510
17.3
16,190,790
28.8
20,260,080
34.3
73.0
10.2
Tombstone
$44,756,630
(9.9)
11,727,170
(11.5)
16,117,900
(10.9)
69.0
(1.6)
Totino’s Party Pizza
$34,198,360
(8.6)
25,402,310
(11.2)
16,571,650
(11.1)
43.5
0.6
Jack’s Original
$26,986,410
(0.3)
9,248,795
(2.2)
9,882,336
(2.1)
70.4
(2.9)
Freschetta
$24,874,220
(17.4)
5,007,020
(12.1)
7,356,575
(5.4)
79.2
16.3
California Pizza Kitchen
$24,780,060 (20.0)
4,846,949
(18.9)
3,734,091
(15.7)
54.1
(4.1)
Stouffer’s
$15,611,110
2.0
5,491,927
4.0
4,101,061
3.3
52.6
3.8
Tony’s
$14,518,890
(41.9)
6,439,475
(48.3)
5,489,017
(46.5)
53.6
(1.7)
PIZZA CRUSTS/DOUGH $4,206,369
95.1
1,367,941
73.7
1,502,127
60.6
30.5
16.5
Private Label
$1,133,122 1,774.8
396,054 1,038.4
469,658
1,229.4
61.4
40.8
Udi’s
$794,917
116.5
153,044
115.9
76,522
115.9
32.9
(6.4)
Freschetta
$405,347 3,288.0
99,983 3,201.6
60,944
3,219.2
54.0
34.4
Kinnikinnick Foods
$286,866
1.1
34,262
(4.7)
44,969
(4.7)
11.3
(18.0)
Tiseo’s
$157,049
10.3
91,391
10.8
91,391
10.8
23.1
(1.8)
House Of Pasta
$134,083
(4.7)
50,063
(5.5)
100,127
(5.5)
4.3
0.8
Calise & Sons Bakery
$129,173
(0.3)
86,939
0.4
86,939
0.4
Stefano’s
$105,413
5.2
58,677
1.8
58,677
1.8
17.1
5.6
*Percentage of sales with any merchandising support, such as temporary price reductions or ad features.

Custom Pizza Manufacturing Since 1967

over 250,000,000 pizzas made…
& still counting
Private Label

t

Frozen

t

Service Deli

t

Food Service

For over 44 years S.A. Piazza has been producing custom solutions for our clients. We
manufacture a full range of frozen and refrigerated pizza products for your deli and private
label programs—from value, to NBE to premium tier. S.A. Piazza has the experience and the
creativity to help you maximize the profits on your private label pizza and deli programs.
Please contact us today to learn more about how we can exceed your goals.

NEW & NOTEWORTHY: PIZZA & FLATBREAD

BRICK OVENS HOT AT
LITTLE LADY FOODS

has both horizontal and vertical views
of the oblong flatbreads on different
panels, so they can be displayed either
way. Three vertical facings of the product take up the same amount of space
as two facings of 12-inch pizzas, “so you
can get more profit per square inch
from your freezer,” Dresselhuys notes.

Brick oven crusts are more popular
than ever among customers of Little Lady Foods (www.littlelady
foods.com), Elk Grove Village, Ill.
Peter Cokinos, senior vp of sales
and marketing, says the company
first introduced brick-oven style
JANE’S DOUGH ADDS
pizzas back in 2002, and just
brought its fourth (and largest)
THREE NEW LINES
Little Lady Foods just brought its fourth
brick oven online three months
Columbus, Ohio-based Jane’s Dough
ago. About half of its pizza produc- (and largest) brick oven online three
Foods (www.janesdoughfoods.com)
months ago.
tion now is with brick oven crusts.
is introducing three new brands:
The way crusts bake in a brick
— Fresh Bake by Donatos is a justoven gives them a crisp bottom and a bready texture in
launched line of restaurant-quality, take-and-bake pizzas,
the middle, Cokinos explains. “When the crust hits bricks
breadsticks, and dough shells. Included are four premium
at 800 degrees, it does a great job of crisping them up,” he
12-inch traditional pizzas making up the core of the line, along
says. “Conventional items just bake them the same all the
with two Signature rotation flavors, such as Maui-Inspired
way through. Pizzas with brick-oven crusts are the only ones
BBQ Chicken pizza
showing real growth lately. Consumers are dying for innovaand Twin Valuetion, and when you put quality product in front of them, they Pack Pepperoni pizwill spend their money.”
zas. All pizzas feature thin crusts and
are MAP-packed
PALERMO’S DEBUTS
with five days of
3 NEW FLATBREADS
refrigerated shelf
Milwaukee-based Palermo’s
life. They come in
Pizza (www.palermospizza.
a new eco-friendly
com) reports “very positive”
results from the test market of sleeve wrap.
— Sonoma Flatnew flatbreads being offered
breads
by Donatos,
in three varieties: BBQ chicken
debuting
Oct. 1,
(14.45 ounces), roasted veggies
are
superpremium,
Sonoma Flatbreads by Donatos will
(15.35 ounces) and pepperoni
with fresh mozzarella balls and all-natural multimake their debut in October.
grain flatbreads
whole pieces of roasted garlic
and gluten-free,
(11.6 ounces). Each carries a
take-and-bake pizzas. They are MAP-packed, without nitrates
suggested retail of $5.99.
or preservatives. The gluten-free line features Udi’s crusts.
Palermo’s new flatbreads
The new items effectively
— Fast Break by Donatos features three popular personalcan be merchandised either address the challenges of an
size pizzas along with the
horizontally or vertically,
aging cushigh tech Micro-Grill (TM)
depending on the panel
tomer base
susceptor technology
that is displayed.
(fewer kids in
for crisping in the microthe housewave. This line was just
hold, so less penetration) and consumer
launched.
desire for a lighter, healthier product and
Alan Hoover, general
more sophisticated flavors.
manager,
points out that
“Flatbreads are on menus everywhere,
the
take-and-bake
pizza
and we developed this product to address
market
is
growing
now
the underperformance of single-serve and
that the concept is more
the changing needs of the consumer,” acwidely accepted as a mealcording to Chris Dresselhuys, director of
replacement option. There
marketing at Palermo’s. He notes that when
has been a blurring of the
Nielsen’s Todd Hale discussed how much
At 15 inches, S.A. Piazza’s Wild Mike’s
line, he says, between prehe and his wife liked the product, without
Ultimate Pizza is said to be the largest in
pared pizza (restaurant),
naming it, at the NFRA conference earthe frozen category. Designed to compete
home bake outlets (i.e.,
lier this year in Tempe, “We were pleased
with the deli’s 16-inch and take-and-bake
Papa Murphy’s, which grew
because people like them are our demopizzas, it is made with premium ingredients
by 10% to $702 million last
graphic target.”
including fresh mozzarella and parmesan
year) and ready-to-prepare
To assist with merchandising, the package
imported from Italy.
pizza in supermarkets. Q
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SNACKS/APPS

7 Farm Rich (+4.3%), No.
8 Delimex (+37.0%) and
No. 10 Chung’s (+12.2%).
That’s no surprise to
Meade Bradshaw, national
sales manager at MoonHere’s why: Consumers are shifting
to larger-size packs, and promotion achie, N.J.-based Bylada
has been down. Supermarket figures Foods (www.byladafoods.
Ruiz Foods is launching six new El Monterey
com), who says top sellers
also suggest erosion to other retail
Single-Serve Supreme Burrito flavors, with a
like Totino’s and Bagel
channels.
suggested retail of $1.29.
Bites haven’t done much
in terms of new product
Dinuba, Calif.-based Ruiz Foods; and
BY DENISE LEATHERS
development recently — a real probT.G.I. Friday’s Mac & Cheese Wedges
espite a 5.6% decrease in
lem in a category such as snacks and
(www.fridaysinyourfreezer.com),
units, supermarket dollar sales appetizers where consumers expect
from Pittsburgh-based Heinz.
of frozen snacks and appetizers to find make-at-home versions of the
Bradshaw notes that his comwere essentially flat – down by just
latest restaurant fare.
pany is preparing a fourth-quarter
0.7% to $193.8 million during the 12
According to Nielsen, which lumps launch of two new pizza bagel
weeks ended July
frozen snacks and
varieties, Buffalo-style and South8 (compared with
appetizers with
west. And Houston-based Windsor
the same period
hand-held entrees
Foods, maker of the José Olé lineup
a year ago),
like burritos and
(www.joseole.com), is expected
reports ChicagoHot Pockets, Asian
to introduce “a more convenient
based market
appetizers (egg rolls, version of a Mexican restaurant faresearch firm
pot stickers, etc.)
vorite” at next month’s convention
SymphonyIRI
registered the bigof the National Frozen & RefrigerGroup.
gest jump (+17.4%)
ated Foods Association, reports diHowever,
during the 52
rector of marketing Sarah Salvato.
a much more
weeks ended July 14
In addition to new products, some
modest decrease
(compared with the
manufacturers are making changes
in snacks and apsame period a year
to existing items to let consumers
petizers volume
earlier). The New
customize to their own tastes. For
(-1.1%) suggests
York-based market
example, Heinz recently “put the
the discrepancy
research firm says
sauce on the side” of its T.G.I. Friday’s
between dolcheese appetizers/
lars and units
mozzarella sticks
stems, at least in
(+9.4%), were next,
Farm Rich, which recently
part, from a shift
followed by corn
scored gains in the snacks/
toward higherdogs (+8.2%), taquiappetizers category, has
count value
tos (+8.0%) and burlaunched Queso Cheese
packs. Price per
ritos/chimichangas
Bites in 20-ounce bags.
unit has been
(+4.6%). The figures
rising of late. For the 52 weeks ended are for food, drug and mass merchanJuly 8, the unit price in the category
disers, including Walmart.
averaged $3.72. For the most recent
SOUTHWEST FLAVORS HOT
12 weeks, it was $3.82. Price per
Crispy Chicken Wings, so consumers
volume measure rose from $3.86 for
While some brands rest on their
can add as much or as little as they
the 52 weeks versus $3.89 for the 12laurels, others are busy rolling out
like, i.e. “go mild or go wild.” Acweek period.
new items that tap into some of
cording to the company, the switch
Private label results during the past
today’s hottest trends, including spicy also produces a crispier, never-soggy
12 weeks were similar to those for the
Southwest flavors, comfort food and
snack since the sauce is now added
category as a whole (-0.6%), accordBuffalo-style anything. Among the
after cooking.
ing to SymphonyIRI. But a handful
newest entries are: Farm Rich’s Queso
What else is hot? Retailers are difof brands — all in the bottom half of
Cheese Bites (www.farmrich.com), St. ferentiating by fusing ethnic flavors
the top 10 — did register significant
Simons Island, Ga.; El Monterey Mini with conventional formats to create
gains during the period, including No. Tacos (www.elmonterey.com), from
unique store brand snacks, accord-

REMAIN FLAT

D

For the 52 weeks
ended July 8, the unit
price in the category
averaged $3.72. For
the most recent 12
weeks, it was $3.82.
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ing to Frank Benso, vp of private
label manufacturer Great American Appetizers (www.appetizer.
com), Nampa, Idaho. Examples
include products like Asian
spring rolls stuffed with Philly
steak and cheese or ravioli filled
with taco meat and then paired
with salsa for dipping.
While better-for-you remains
top of mind in many categories,
Windsor Foods’ Salvato says
snacks and appetizers are a little
different. “Although consumers
are trying to eat healthier overall,
the majority still snack on what
tastes good rather than what’s
good for them.” But that doesn’t
mean manufacturers aren’t looking
for ways to improve their product’s
nutritional profile, especially when
those snacks are aimed at kids.
For example, says Bradshaw,
Bylada recently removed partially
hydrogenated oils (PHOs) from all of
its products and added whole grains

the economy was strong, moving
consumers up to bigger sizes was the
right thing to do,” he explains. Today,
however, many shoppers just don’t
have the money to load their pantries
the way they used to. “They want
smaller sizes just to fill that day’s
need. If retailers only offer big packs,
they risk losing that sale,” he says.

UP-SELLING SHOPPERS
Bylada recently removed partially
hydrogenated oils (PHOs) from all of
its products and added whole grains
to its bagels.

to its bagels. “Retailers in the natural channel are really pushing those
types of improvements, which are
making moms feel a lot better about
buying frozen snacks.”
Bradshaw also notes a trend toward
better-value, higher-count packages,
but cautions retailers against replacing small packs altogether. “When

A better way to up-sell shoppers is
through multiple price points — two
for $5, three for $7, etc., Bradshaw
notes. Not only does such an approach yield a bigger ring, it encourages shoppers to try other varieties.
Just don’t use multiples pricing for
new items, he says. “It tends to scare
shoppers off because they feel like
they have to buy two or three of an
item they’ve never tried before.” To
encourage trial, he continues, retailers should offer the new product at
the lowest single price point possible.
Or, take a page from Ruiz Foods’

Herb-filled parmesan artichoke hearts, creamy
mozzarella sticks and twice-baked potatoes that
melt-in-your-mouth. Taste the difference premium
appetizers from the heart of dairy country and
fertile cropland offer.
Great American Appetizers manufactures and
markets a comprehensive line of delectable
appetizers for retail, club, and foodservice
customers. Innovative meal kits, sliders, ethnic
specialties, and more...all ready when you are.
216 8th St. N., Nampa, ID 83687
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playbook and give it away for free.
Beyond pizza, many frozen snacks
Pizza Hut are offering pizza, a snack
To boost awareness of the compasell better when cross-merchandised
and a dessert at a single price, so why
ny’s new single-serve Supreme Burri- shouldn’t retailers do the same?” asks
with complementary items like salsa,
tos, Ruiz will offer coupons for a free Bradshaw. Even without the pay-oneguacamole, sour cream, even spicy
burrito via a full-page, nationally
price come-on, he adds, simply placing bean dip, says Beck. Or, try pairing
circulated FSI this October, reports
snacks in a display with frozen pizza at them with a product such as bagged
chairman Kim Ruiz Beck. “We know the center can also provide a signifisalad or noodles so consumers view
this consumer promotion (a first for
them as potential meal solutions as
cant lift, often without reducing the
Ruiz) will introduce new users to the price of flanker items.
well as snacks. Q
quality and convenience of El Monterey
Single-Serve Supreme
Supermarket sales for the 12 weeks ended July 8, 2012, according to SymphonyIRI Group, the
Burritos,” she exChicago-based market research firm. Percent change is versus the same period a year ago.
plains, citing growing
Data is for the brands as originally trademarked and may not include line extensions.
interest in portable
CATEGORY
$ SALES % CHG
UNITS % CHG VOLUME % CHG
snacks that consumers
APPETIZERS/SNACK ROLLS $193,843,600
(0.7) 50,696,890
(5.6) 49,786,780
(1.1)
can bring with them
Totino’s Pizza Rolls
$49,130,780
(1.5) 13,610,950 (10.8) 16,804,940
(0.7)
to work or school.
T.G.I. Friday’s
$16,408,910
(8.6) 3,388,070
(9.5) 2,770,475
(8.2)
Retailers can also
Private Label
$14,104,070
(0.6)
3,689,067 (10.2)
3,764,218
(12.7)
make consumers feel
José Olé
$13,634,700
0.6
2,763,951
(1.6) 3,687,289
(2.2)
like they’re getting
Bagel Bites
$12,985,430
(7.3)
3,805,419
(3.8) 2,618,499
(3.6)
El Monterey
$8,928,559
(0.3)
1,464,309
(4.9)
2,143,917
(5.1)
items for free by bunFarm Rich
$8,812,884
4.3
1,439,747
(0.4) 2,205,882
1.2
dling frozen snacks
Delimex
$7,758,548
37.0
1,260,444
39.7 2,320,392
33.3
with other products in
Stouffer’s Lean Cuisine
$7,390,489
(8.0)
2,689,755
(9.6) 1,340,872
(9.9)
a meal deal or BOGO
Chung’s
$5,802,813
12.2
1,749,327
10.3
1,339,632
11.0
offer. “Domino’s and
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FROZEN PIZZA DOUGH

PIZZA

Heat &Eat Products
Fill your cases with our convenient, heat & eat
products and offer your customers a
versatile meal solution.
From handhelds for busy people on-the-go
to appetizers for watching the big game...we have
the ideal snack or meal solution for your customers!
The unequaled quality of Stefano items comes from
our use of natural cheeses and freshly sliced meats.
Our products include Calzones, Stromboli, Panini,
Pizza, Mini Calzones, Tuscanni™ Handheld Pizza,
Rip-n-Dip® Pizza Rings and more!

1.800.340.4019 ~ www.stefanofoods.com

SPOTLIGHT:
LOGISTICS DESSERTS

FROZEN
DESSERTS
DOWN 10.8%
Stiff competition has taken a bite
out of frozen sales. Could singleserve portions and bake-it-yourself
batters be the answer?
BY DENISE LEATHERS

F

rozen dessert sales have gone
cold in supermarkets in the
past year, as more consumers
opt for fresh baked goods from both
in-store and stand-alone bakeries.
Competing retail channels have also
cut into volume.

One of only a handful of top 10 brands
whose sales expanded during the past
12 weeks, Delizza recently rolled out a
40-count variety pack that includes 10
each of four different mini pastries.

During the 12 weeks ended July 8,
supermarket sales of frozen desserts/
toppings tumbled 10.8% to $116.8
million compared with the yearago period, reports Chicago-based
market research firm SymphonyIRI
Group. Sales have been slow across
the board in frozen (see chart) and
also in the refrigerated segment.
But increased competition from
in-store bakeries doesn’t deserve all
the blame for the category’s recent
woes. “When you look at frozen desserts over the past 10 to 12 years, not
a whole lot has changed. It’s a pretty
boring category right now, without
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a lot of exciting new products to
jumpstart sales,” says Fred Liggero,
vp of sales at Battleboro, N.C.-based
Delizza Patisserie (www.delizza.
us), one of only a handful of top 10
frozen dessert brands whose sales are
still growing (+1.7% during the most
recent 12 weeks).
The problem is being made worse
by retailer attempts to reduce the
number of suppliers they use in the
category, according to Chris Carpenter, sales and marketing vp at
Kennesaw, Ga.-based Panarama Inc.,
maker of the Atlanta Cheesecake Co.
brand (www.atlantacheesecakeco.
com). “They tend to want to deal with
only a couple of large national brand
manufacturers,” which typically
aren’t as focused as smaller suppliers
on bringing innovative new items to
what’s essentially a mature category.
“They introduce another
chocolate variety and call that
‘news,’” Carpenter says. “But
that doesn’t help sales.”
At the same time, adds Liggero, many retailers are giving
more space to private label,
which he believes leads to less
variety. “Instead of offering
a store-brand version of our
cream puffs, I’d almost rather
see retailers add a competitor’s sugar-free cream puff,” so
consumers have an additional
product option rather than
two of the same item under
both a store brand and a national brand, he says.

QUALITY MOST IMPORTANT
While consumers of frozen desserts
aren’t necessarily counting calories
and fat grams (after all, it’s supposed
to be an indulgence), they do expect
good quality. “No one wants to ‘waste
calories’ on a sub-par product,” says
Carpenter, citing a trend toward highend ingredients like Belgian chocolate,
real vanilla and exotic fruits.
Since more consumers are opting
for “the real thing” over watereddown “diet” desserts, portion control
has become perhaps the category’s
most important trend, and manufac-

Atlanta Cheesecake Co. recently
debuted Italian Mascarpone Torta,
which combines cake, cheesecake
and a crumbled cookie crust in a
single dessert.

turers are scrambling to add more
single-serve options. For example,
Downers Grove, Ill.-based Sara Lee
(www.saraleedesserts.com) recently
introduced individually wrapped
slices of its flagship pound cake (in
six-count packages). And, according
to vp of marketing Debbie Marchok,
Chicago-based Eli’s Cheesecake
Co. (www.elicheesecake.com) just
debuted a line of square single-serve
cheesecake portions that complements its single-serve wedges. Not
only do such products help consumers control consumption, she notes,
they also allow them to enter the category without laying out a lot of cash
(a whole pie, cake or cheesecake can
cost upwards of $10 or $15) or buying more than they need (one- and
two-person households index higher
for frozen desserts than three- and
four-person households).
Bite-size products like Delizza’s
mini cream puffs and mini eclairs
are also gaining steam, says Liggero.
But again, not every consumer can
shell out $6 or $7 for a 40-count tub.
To bring the price point down and
better accommodate the apartmentsize freezers of many city dwellers,
the company recently began offering
15-count gussetted bags in metropolitan areas like Los Angeles and
New York City. Delizza also introduced a mini pastry “sampler” that

SPOTLIGHT: DESSERTS

includes 10 each of four different
bite-size desserts so consumers don’t
have to buy four separate packages
to get a good assortment.
Another company jumping on the
mini-snack bandwagon is Miamibased newcomer The Piping Gourmet
(www.readysetcupcake.com), maker
of the Ready. Set. Cupcake! line of
frozen cupcake batter and frosting. Currently available primarily in
Florida at Whole Foods and a handful
of specialty retailers, the all-natural,
additive- and preservative-free collection includes both chocolate and
vanilla cupcake batter and chocolate
and vanilla butter cream frosting,
all four of which come pre-mixed in
their own oversized pastry bag.
“Moms really want to bake for
their families,” says marketing team
member Leslie Concors. But they
don’t always have the time — or the
skill — to do it from scratch. “With
our product, there’s no mixing bowl,
no mess. She simply defrosts the
batter for 20 minutes, pipes it into
her own pan, pops it in the oven and
voila! cupcakes.” And unlike Duncan
Hines’ frozen brownie batter, which
is still available but not exactly setting the world on fire, Ready. Set.
Cupcakes! can easily be customized
by adding whatever flavor consumers
might prefer.
And while cupcakes are especially
hot right now, “Consumers can use
the batter to make whatever dessert
they want — any shape cake, whoopie
pies, madelines, etc. They can really
be creative,” adds company co-founder Carolyn Shulevitz, who thinks
the product will bring new users to

the frozen dessert category without
impacting fresh cupcake sales.

and The Piping Gourmet expects to
introduce gluten-free frozen cupcake
batter this fall.
LINE EXTENSIONS POPULAR
Another trend worth watching:
Although truly new items like frozen two- or three-in-one-type products
cupcake batter are few and far becombining several different textures
tween, many manufacturers are exinto a single dessert. For example,
panding existing lineups with trendy Atlanta Cheesecake Co. recently
new flavors. For example, Norwalk,
debuted an Italian
Conn.-based Pepperidge Farm
Mascarpone
(www.pep
Torta that
peridgefarm.
combines
com) recently
cake and
added a Key
cheesecake
Lime variety
in a crumto its frozen
bled cookie
cake collection,
crust.
while Sara Lee
To help
introduced
sell the new
Turtle Crème
item, CarPie, Banana
penter says,
Crème Pie and
endcap and
a limited-ediother off-shelf
tion New York
display is key.
Style Double
All-natural frozen cupcake batter and “But pairing desChocolate
serts with prodbuttercream frosting from category
Cheesecake
ucts that can be
newcomer Ready. Set. Cupcake!
variety.
used to ‘finish’
let consumers create their own
Marchok
them...or make
unique desserts — without the mess
says comfort
them look more
associated with from-scratch baking.
foods remain
home-made
popular, prompting Eli’s to add Red
makes consumers even more apt
Velvet and Salted Caramel varieties
to buy them” — whether they’re on
to its cheesecake program. The Pipsale or not. Chocolate and caramel
ing Gourmet is also planning to add
sauce, whipped toppings, fresh fruit
a Red Velvet flavor to its lineup. And
and coffee and other beverages are
Delizza is considering a strawberry
all good cross-promotion choices,
variety.
notes Carpenter. In fact, he reports,
Other companies are looking to
Atlanta Cheesecake Co. is currently
tap into the gluten-free trend. Los
cross-couponing its Biltmore brand
Angeles-based Crave Foods (www.
desserts with Biltmore wines.
Demos also go a long way toward
cravefoods.com) rolled out a line
getting that first sale, says The Piping
of gluten-free pies this past June,
Gourmet co-founder
Leslie Kaplan. “But
Supermarket sales for the 12 weeks ended July 8, 2012, according to SymphonyIRI Group, the
since we’re a whole
Chicago-based market research firm. Percent change is versus the same period a year ago.
new category, retailers
Categories under $1 million are not listed.
can really help by putCATEGORY
$ SALES % CHG
UNITS % CHG
VOLUME % CHG
ting a sticker on the
door welcoming our
DESSERTS/TOPPING
$116,780,800 (10.8) 48,352,280
(18.6) 34,968,160 (15.1)
Whip Toppings
$60,498,320
(13.1) 36,578,560
(20.0) 20,952,560
(19.4)
product to the frozen
Sweet Goods-No Cheesecakes $42,691,770
(7.6)
9,618,978
(14.0)
11,216,200
(6.3)
aisle or mentioning
Cheesecakes
$13,449,630 (10.8)
2,135,645
(14.4)
2,782,946
(13.7)
it in their in-store
PIES/SHELLS
$80,343,280
(7.6) 20,738,370
(11.2) 24,141,780 (15.7)
magazine or on their
Pies
$61,128,250
(7.5) 14,550,010
(10.0) 19,558,090
(15.9)
Web site or Facebook
Pies/Pastry Shells
$19,215,030
(7.9)
6,188,352
(13.7)
4,583,689 (14.8)
page.” Q
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The Taste of
the Good Life
The largest producer of premium
European desserts brings Delizza
European-style pastries to the U.S.
Prepared from an original Belgium recipe,
Delizza Patisserie pastries are enormously
popular with consumers. Backed by a
strong coupon marketing effort, along
with aggressive Trade promotions, new
packaging and web site, Delizza is sure
to help drive your sales and profits.

Join the good life with
Delizza Patisserie!
www.delizza.us

Delizza Patisserie 6610 Corporation Parkway, Battleboro, NC 27809, 252-442-0270

VENDOR VISIT

SELECT STORE BRANDS

GAINS RETAIL SHARE

Focusing on technology and a unique corporate
culture, the newcomer to the retail industry is picking
up market share quickly. Here’s a look at why and how.
BY WARREN THAYER

I

an Schenkel majored in mechanical engineering and
figured he was headed for a career in the heavy machinery industry, perhaps something involving injection molding. But as so often happens when you’re young,
things take a random turn and a decade or so later he found

For this reason, retailers are all ears when we talk
about enhancing and protecting their brand. They’ve
moved beyond the point of just creating a differentiated
brand; now they want to protect what they have.
Can you elaborate on that?
Sure. If there’s a recall on one of the big national brands,
it won’t really affect the retailer directly all that much.
But if their own brand is recalled, it is a much bigger
problem for them. Food safety is a huge issue today, and
it ties directly into brand protection and the competitive
marketplace. Retailers get that.
Let me give you an example. We have focused in recent years on giving our customers an advantage, using
new technology from Japan. We have introduced X-ray
technology to all our frozen items, and we put a serial
number and 2-D barcode on every package. We retain the

Among the items in the Select Store Brands line are Roasted Vegetables Balsamico and Rigatoni Puttanesca Pasta.

himself designing a cheese factory for Borden in Japan.
“I loved using my engineering background, but I was
traveling 250 days a year. It wasn’t the direction I wanted
to take my life. I wanted to go off on my own, so I founded
Haliburton,” he says in a very abridged version of events.
Now president of Haliburton International Foods,
Schenkel has put his engineering fingerprints on nearly
every aspect of the business, which is thriving, by the
way. Since Haliburton’s Select Store Brands division has
gotten into the private label frozen and deli business at
retail, we figured it was time for all of us to get to know
him and his company a little better.
What trends do you see in private label?
Retailers are more aware than ever of the importance of
creating a high-quality private brand that differentiates
them, and then protecting that brand once they have it.
This wasn’t true just a few years ago.
In the earlier days, people already knew it was wise to
have more than just a knockoff of the leading brand. But
now there’s pretty widespread recognition of just how
valuable private brand equities can be.
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X-ray image of all our packages on a dedicated server, so
if there’s ever a problem, we can look at the serial number
and look at the X-ray of the package as it came off the line.
Conventional thinking has been that you should be

BY THE NUMBERS

Select Store Brands processes
more than 50 tons of fresh food every hour, all certified
Kosher. It offers more than 40 different vegetable
varieties in more than 250 different forms. More
than 90% of its products are made from fresh vegetables. Bobby Ray, vp of retail and private brands, has
more than 30 years of industry experience.
capturing the image of every rejected bag. I don’t care
about the packages I am not selling; I care about images
of what I am selling.
With the serial number we can trace every package,
and the barcode lets you go onto our Web site and look at
exactly where vegetables were grown, pesticide residues
and so on. We’ve been doing this in foodservice, and are

IAN SCHENKEL
Founder and president of Haliburton
International
Foods.

BOBBY RAY
Vp of retail and
private brands
at Select Store
Brands.

DON MADERICH
Vp, Haliburton
International
Foods.

adding it to retail over the next year. This degree of traceability is pretty darn unique, and can help keep retailers’
private brand products out of the headlines.

us. Seriously. Over the last few years, many large companies have let go a lot of really high-quality people. We
happened to be hiring at the same time they were firing.
We’ve been able to pick and choose from the cream of the
crop. Of course when you hire quality people you have to
create an environment for them to want to stay, and let
them execute to the maximum of their potential. Creating that culture is expensive but it nets great results.
How would you define Select Store Brands’ culture or
mission?
It boils down to understanding your customers and delivering what they genuinely need at a fair price. You make a
lot of phone calls and do a lot of legwork with the idea of
improving their quality and their opportunities. It’s literally almost as simple as that.
When we started out, our customers were all salad
dressing companies. We developed a reputation as innovative, creative solution providers. After they became
customers, we asked them “What else can we do for you?
Where are your challenges
and problems?” That was the
secret to growing our business. We’d start out selling
one or two items to a customer, and in time we’d be
selling them 10 or 20.
Ultimately it gets down to
trust, and creating the desire
to buy from you. That’s why,
as we enter retail, we are so
happy to have someone like
Bobby Ray who understands
the business and is so well
respected.

So technology in this case is about more than just
reducing cost.
Exactly. But I should add here that over the past five
years we have invested
heavily in technology to
reduce costs and provide unique advantages
to our customers. That
gives us a leg up on the
competition. There are
lots of examples, including increased packaging speeds, new film
structures and in-house
package design. We
also developed a proprietary technology for
our IQF fire-roasted
vegetables that delivers
With sales up by 50% in each of the last five years,
vibrant colors and fresh
Ontario, Calif.-based Haliburton International Foods
texture. The quality is
is putting the final touches on a new 300,00+-squareunmatched, and now we
foot, state-of-the-art plant and corporate headquarters.
dominate that market,
The facility will help meet demand for the compabut it took us several
ny’s
retail private label business, launched last fall by
years to develop this
Haliburton’s
Select Store Brands division. Select Store
unique process.
Brands
has
been
a specialty foods powerhouse serving
Pushing more volume
leading
manufacturers
and restaurant chains for more
through the same square
than
20
years.
footage with fewer peoNow, with the addition of private label lines targetple drives down overhead
ing
the frozen food and service deli departments, Select
costs. As long as we pass
Store
Brands is poised to become a leading player in
along the savings to our
the
retail
sector. Deli offerings include salsas, hummus,
customers, this transdips
and
spreads.
Frozen items feature IQF fire-roasted
lates into more customvegetable
blends,
sauce-enrobed
pasta entrees, globally
ers, more volume and
inspired
flavored
rice
and
fire-grilled
shrimp.
continuing cuts in costs.
The products come in microwaveable single-serve
bags or larger skillet-meal formats. Customization is
How has the economic
a simple matter because of Select Store Brands’ longdownturn affected you?
standing ties to the restaurant industry. Q
It’s been beneficial for

NEW PLANT FILLS VOID

How did the company actually get its start?
When I started out in 1992,
there was an opportunity to
make anchovy paste for salad
dressing companies. There
was only one supplier at the
time, offering poor quality at
a high price. My background
was in engineering, designing
production lines, so I sourced
some product and started
out in a 2,000-square-foot
food plant. We figured out a
better way to do the job, and
endeared ourselves to our
customers with higher quality and a lower price. After
about five years, we had 75%
of the U.S. market, and 50%
of the world market. Q
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INVENTORY

MAGIC
As the holiday season approaches,
what are the best tricks to manage
inventories and stay in stock on
seasonal favorites?
BY DAN RAFTERY

W

e asked four veteran public refrigerated warehouse
(PRW) executives to
share their best magic on inventory
management.

CONSOLIDATION
“Public refrigerated warehouses can
help retailers manage inventory flow
and keep key items in stock through
consolidated loads assembled in a
collaborative automated replenishment process,” says Andy Janson,
president, Hanson Logistics (www.
hansonlogistics.com), St. Joseph,
Mich. Multi-vendor consolidation is
characterized by a vendor pool that
has a consistent delivery schedule,
according to Janson.
“The benefits of tapping multi-vendor consolidation,” he says, “include
higher fill rates and much better
on-time delivery
performance.”
Janson also
notes that using
multi-vendor
consolidation
reduces the
number of less
than truckload
(LTL) deliveries,
improving the
efficiencies of
retailers’ receiving facilities.
“In short,” says Janson, “multi-vendor consolidation has proven to be
the most efficient and cost-effective
way to get the right product to the
right place at the right time.”
Scott Parker, director of operations, Interstate Cold Storage (www.
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interstatecoldstorage.com), Fort
Wayne, Ind., takes it one step further.
“With the information systems that
are out there,” says Parker, “I expect
that the major suppliers know what
retailers are selling and when they
are selling it. Today’s intelligent
warehouse management systems
(WMS) allow the warehouse to hold
minimal inventory,
which improves product freshness.”
“The investment in
advanced WMS technology,” he observes,
“gives retail warehouse
operators the ability to
pull from manufacturers closer to store order
fulfillment.” A good
part of the information
systems investment
can be offset by needing less cash for inventory, according
to Parker.
“Maintaining the right SKU mix
in retailer DCs and stores – in terms
of both what’s hot and what’s not
– helps reduce the threat of out-ofstocks,” says Steve Tippmann, exec
vp, Tippmann Group/Interstate
Warehousing (www.tippmanngroup.
com), Fort Wayne, Ind.
It’s never as easy as you might
like to keep inventory levels lean,

3. Avoiding potential manufacturer
allocations tied to plant capacities or
down times.
4. Seasonality, holidays and new
product launches.
“The use of EDI technology combined with analytical business intelligence software at public refrigerated
warehouses gives retailers the power

‘The benefits of
tapping multi-vendor
consolidation include
higher fill rates and
much better on-time
delivery performance.’
– Andy Janson

to better manage remote inventories
and integrate those touch points into
their own forecasting models,” says
Tippmann. “We see improvements
in inventory balancing and product
aging from the ability to see realtime inventory across the retailer’s
complete supply chain.”
Tippmann notes, “A key reason to
use a PRW is the retailer’s ability to
shift slower-moving SKUs to a nearby
remote location. This opens space for
faster-moving SKUs at the
retailer’s DC while preserv‘We see improvements in
ing quick access to overstock inventory.”
inventory balancing and
When slow-movers
product aging from the
stagnate to the point of
approaching expiration,
ability to see real-time
Tippmann’s PRW provides
inventory across the retailer’s
retailers with time-sensitive
complete supply chain.’
reporting which can be used
to trigger sales to second– Steve Tippmann
ary markets or to return
aged inventory to suppliers.
Either option works to lower
he points out, adding that there are
a retailer’s inventory shrink costs.
many reasons a retailer may need to
build inventory, including:
SAFETY STOCK
1. A hot buy.
“The real question about safety stock
2. Avoiding potential service interfor frozen and refrigerated items isn’t
ruptions somewhere in the supply
‘when,’ but ‘how much’ to carry,”
chain.
says Janson. “The answer will be a

S:7.125”

SHIP OUT
CASH IN
The world’s most advanced pallet delivers benefits coming and going. Lower transport
costs, more product per pallet, less production downtime and reduced product damage all
add up on the bottom line. Save as much as $2 per unitized load, and help our environment
as well. Making the switch to iGPS is simple and fast, and the savings start right away.
Learn how the ins and outs of iGPS can work for you. Just call 800-884-0225 or visit igps.net
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function of the retailer’s ability to
forecast demand, the number of retail stores they support and the cost
to carry inventory.”
“Retailers with robust
systems and strong
supply chains can still
see improvements in visibility through inventory
consolidation pools such
as Hanson’s multi-vendor consolidation,” says
Janson. Lower inventory
levels and higher fill
rates can result.
“The inventory in the
pool is visible to both the
supplier and the retailer,” says Janson. Suppliers execute their replenishment orders to the consolidation
point. Retailers execute their replenishment orders from the consolidation point to their DCs.
“The days of pre-planned forecasting are moving quickly behind us,”
says Tippmann “as the food industry
evolves around just-in-time concepts
and holds smaller inventories.” He
sees retailers looking at new business intelligence applications such as
“flow-casting” and demand planning.
This plays out especially strongly
in one area of safety stock known as
the forward buy or the investment
buy. “A PRW can provide a strategic
benefit around forward buy opportunities,” explains Tippmann, “allowing
the retailer to take advantage of a
great deal on pricing without overburdening the retailer’s DC.”

HOLIDAY TEAMWORK
“The holiday season intensifies the
complexity of coordinating among the
people developing the sales promotions and the inventory control groups
at the retailer and the supplier,” says
Mark Lorion, vp of business development and marketing, United States
Cold Storage (www.uscold.com),
Voorhees, N.J. His solution: Engage
more manufacturers in vendor-managed inventory (VMI) collaborations.
“Retailers don’t know a supplier’s
lead times or where their inventory
sits,” he says. “And manufacturers
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don’t know real-time consumer pull.
VMI relationships add that visibility
for trading partners.” Lorion suggests: Find the point person for VMI

allow for a more accurate decisionmaking process around how to best
purchase and deploy inventory.”
For supplier support, Tippmann
suggests that
retailers find
out what
‘Retailers don’t know a supplier’s
new business
lead times or where their
integration
inventory sits, and manufacturers solutions and
vendor mandon’t know real-time consumer
aged invenpull. VMI relationships add that
tory options
are available
visibility for trading partners.’
from their
–Mark Lorion
CPG suppliers or what
and if they don’t have one, ask them
new consolidation programs may be
to create that position.
available from their PRW partners.
Janson notes that “CPG suppliers’
This goes beyond the traditional VMI
support during the holiday season all
programs. He suggests that “retailers
starts with good tools and systems
also explore what new options their
that produce reliable forecasts for
CPG’s have around the potential for
both suppliers and retailers.” But once promotion execution and what abilithe game is on, it’s another story.
ties they have in assisting actual sales
“Suppliers of high-velocity seasonal/
comparisons to expected sales on a
holiday items must secure additional
daily basis.”
supply chain capacity during their
The goal is to identify stores where
peak season, he adds. This is related
promotional items sales are below
to both warehouse stor‘Today’s intelligent
age space and
transportation
warehouse management
capacity.
systems (WMS) allow the
“Some of
warehouse to hold minimal
these options
can be very
inventory, which improves
costly for supproduct freshness.’
pliers,” says
Janson. “Costly
– Scott Parker
enough to keep
them out of the
market.” He suggests that retailers
expectation, allowing for a quick corwork with seasonal item suppliers to
rection – possibly fixing out-of-stock
develop multi-seasonal or year-round conditions for ad items for example.
programs to keep these specialists in Even if you think you know what a
play for the key quarter of the game.
supplier or PRW offers, Tippmann
“Successful buying and demand
notes that these technologies have
planning require a comprehenbeen evolving rapidly and some partsive view of the supply chain, from
ners may have advanced since you
manufacturer all the way to point of
last talked. Q
sale,” says Tippmann. “If a buyer can
Dan Raftery is president of Raftery
see lead times and where the inventory sits or moves in the supply chain Resource Network and a trumpet
hobbyist. He can be reached at Dan@
compared with real-time store sales,
RafteryNet.com.
then the forecasting models should
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Where store brands
take on all comers
Register today for PLMAʼs 2012 Private Label Trade Show. All the
latest in food, household and health products for todayʼs store brands.
Telephone (212) 972-3131 or email info@plma.com.
Presented by the Private Label Manufacturers Association

GETTING PERSONAL

ACOSTA
BELIEVES
IN HEROES

The Jacksonville, Fla.-based
company’s campaign to support
the Wounded Warrior Project has
the entire industry pitching in to
make a difference.
BY WARREN THAYER

I flew right-seat of an observation
plane for awhile, and I also rebuilt
ejection seats. When I came back, it
wasn’t something you talked about
much; any involvement as a military
person was considered a negative. I
just moved forward and engaged in
my career. If someone asked, I told
them about it, but I never volunteered information. I went over to
serve my country; I didn’t want to
go, but I was asked to go and I was
happy to help keep my
country free.

life, and so thankful that someone is
there to help them.

Believe in Heroes just began in
As a Vietnam veteran,
2010, but it’s grown quickly.
ast year, Acosta’s
People really want to help and become
you must be pleased
Believe in Heroes
involved. Last year, we invited a couwith the support our
campaign raised
troops are getting today. ple of guys from Wounded Warrior
$3.5 million for the
Honestly, Acosta’s
to one of our events. They thanked us
Wounded Warrior
involvement with the
and engaged with us, and by the time
Project, the charity
Wounded Warrior Proone of them had finished speaking, we
devoted to honorject through the Believe
had retailers, vendors and suppliers
ing and empowering
in Heroes campaign
all in tears. These young people are
JERRY COCHRAN
veterans hurt in the
warms my heart. I have
so humble and grateful that you just
line of duty. This year’s
met a number of veterans who have
want to do more for them.
campaign, which runs from Sept.
We don’t try to sell involvement in
come back with limbs missing, truly
11 until Veteran’s Day, has a goal of
our campaign. We just show them
hurt. I love knowing we can make a
$4 million – an amount that many
the program
difference for them,
observers believe will be exceeded.
and talk
More than 100 retailers and brands and they can talk
about the
nationwide are backing the program, about their experiopportunity
ences and know
which includes a Nov. 4 FSI to 50
to help make
that people care. I
million households and promotion
a difference.
via in-store circuSome clients
lars, signage, POS
In ceremonies last year, Gary Chartrand, Acosta Sales &
and retailers
materials and conMarketing executive chairman, presents a $3.5 million
have gottribution tear-pads
check to Steve Nardizzi, executive director of the Wounded
ten deeply
at the checkout.
Warrior Project. This year, Acosta hopes to raise $4 million.
involved and
The campaign
taken this to
touches the hearts
a new level.
of many, includIt’s an emoing that of Viettional thing
nam veteran Jerry
for many
Cochran, who has
people, and
handled frozen
they are
foods for Acosta
absolutely
out of California for
committed
many years and is
to supportwell known in the
would do anything possible to help
ing it. All the retailers we’ve worked
industry. We chatted.
them. Many folks came back from
with have jumped in with both feet
What was your own military
Vietnam wounded more mentally
and asked how they could do more.
experience?
than physically, and they were given
There’s a full list of participating
I was in the Army in 1966 and 1967,
no treatment. We are helping peoretailers and brands at www.acosta.
working as an aircraft mechanic
com/bih/. You can also learn more
ple and their families – treating the
and crew chief, attached to an air
about how you or your own company
whole situation. These people are so
surveillance company in Vietnam.
can participate. Q
determined to get back to a normal
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Decommoditize
Your Frozen Bread Program with
Innovation  Inspiration  Value

www.furlanis.com

